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REGISTER.
PpUCAH, KY., FRIDAY tifORNING, NOVEMBER 3. 1905. VOL 22, NO. 159
HUNDREDS KILLED
; Russian Troops Mark Free-
1
I 4
dom With Massacre
MANY CITIZENS FALL
DURING DAY OF ANARCHY
Soldiers and Police Shorn of Power
Arouse the Roughs to Many
Crimes.
POLICE FORCED TO
FREE SOME PRISONERS.
Record of Bloodshed.
Hundreds killed and wounded by
Carnets at Odessa.
Twenty killed and hundreds injured
by troops at Warsaw.
Many slain and wounded at Kieff.
Seven killed and numbers wounded
at Lodz.
Two killed at Moscow in effort to
release prisoners.
Score* injured by Cossacks at Ka-
,
=IL
Seven ,lain and many injured at Vi-
tebsk.
Many killed and wounded by Cos-
'q sacks at Minsk.
Warsaw,, Russian Poland, Nov. a.—
Hundreds were ahot down in Warsaw
yeoerday and lam night by the treops
Cid the revolutionists, enraged by the
siaughtcr of their comrades, are vow-
ing dire vengeance on the heads of
the government, who, they say, have
dched the imperial mandate granting
to the people keedom of speech and
assemblage.
All thtough the day the troops
charged crowds of workmen who
were constantly gathering on the
streets. At night there were two des
petite conflicts, in which - at least
twenty persons were killed: •
dmomIldaddi
Seek to Storm Prison.
The most tdrasnatic occurrence of
the night was the attempted storming
ot the prison. At to o'clock a vrowd
gathered before the town ball and de
*landed the release of all who have
bees arrested for political offenses.
The chief of police liberated 3co who
hid been incarcerated during the last
few days, but refused to set free
twelve others, who had been arrested
at the behest of the eentrat authori-
ties.
Thereupon the crowd comnienced
to swab the do?Arieand windows of
the town ball. chief of police
tckplanned the barrac14 for assist-
ance and a force of hussars and Cos-
sacks, with a battery of artillery, gal-
loped to the sceoe. The hussars
(charged the mobs, killing sixteen per-
sons and wounding seventy-three. La-
ter there was an encounter between
infantry and a mob in the Bank
square, whe nthe troops fired into the
crowd, killing four and wounding
tbirty.
People Fight All Day.
Conflicts between the populace and
soldiers were frequent during the day.
The authorities are charged with ig-
noring the imperial manifesto and
general depression prevailed every-
where. There was a complete dead-
lock in business§ and traffic.
Even the employes of the drug
stores again wettt out on strike. The
streets and squares were full of
troops. The people attempted to or-
smite street meetings, but they were
promptly dispersed gky• bayonet c.harg
es. A meeting of the Victim rail-
rdad easpaoyes at noon was broken
tip by the police.
Crowds flocked to the cemeteries
on the occasion of All Saints' Day.
The workmen organized an anti-gov-
ailment demonstration at the Pow-
oirdsi cemetery.
Today, it is feared, will bring forth
a struggle as compared with which
yesterday's fighting may pale into in-
significant*.
Anarchy in Odessa.
Odessa, Nov. 2.—Anarchy is ram-
pant Sere. Killingeand plundering by
the bands formed of bundrede of "loy
*lists" continued this morning. At-
tacks on the Jobs are incessant.
Tonight was blade hideous, bodies.
of "loyalists," with whom the police
4 are fraternizing, marching through
the principal streets bearing national
portrahs of the emperor and
ikons, singing the national hymn,
mashing everything in their way and
lootifig shops and bows. Hospital
wagons passed through the streets in-
cessantly carrying off the dead, the
wounded and mutilated.
The population jitpanic-stricken
Used Force to Disperse Crowds.
Warsaw, Russian Poland, Nov. 2.—
now appears that nifty
persons were kilted and over a hun-
dred were wounded during conflicts
here last night.
Instead of the expected abolition
of martial law today, the military gov
ernor had the walls covered with proc
lamations announcing that in conse-
quence of yesterday's disturbances
crowds assembling in the streets
would be dispersed by force of arms.
The restaurants were closed tat
noon and traffic stopped.
Despite the governor's proclanno
non, immense patriotic processio
gathered in various parts of the city
during the afternoon and paraded the
streets, headed by Catholic priests
carrying crosses and church and Da
tional flags. The procession convirg
ed towards the monument of the Po-
lish poet, MicisiEwicz, where patriotic
speeches aroused enthusiasm.
Infantry fired on a crowd of =
onvtrators at 3 o'clock this after
Two persons were killed and seien
were wounded.
Many fights took place in various
parts of the city. The sociali ts are
attacking the patriotic processions.
Finn Strikers Cut Telegraph.
Copenhagen, Denmark, Nov. 2.--
Telegraphic communication between
Frederica, Denmark, and St. Peters-
burg, by way of Finland, has been
severed by the strikers. The s
from Frederica to Libau and the
te St. Petersburg, is working.
Governor Removed.
• St. Petersburg, Nov. 2.--Gen. Kl)er
eels, governor-general of Kieff, has
been removed from his post. He res
tame his position as aide-de-camp to
the emperor. Gen. Soukhornilioff,
commandant of the Kieff military dis
trict, succeeds Gen. Kleigels as gov-
ernor-general.
No Railway Service.
Berlin, Nov 2 —The railway serv-
ice with St. Peleraherg has not yet
been restored and it is not known
when travel by rail will be possible.
In the meantime Russian snails con-
tinue to go by steamer. The Veen-
burg-American line steamer Thessalia
sailed from Swinecnunde last night
with a dispatch bag for the German
embassy at St. Petersburg and a few
passettgers. The company sent the
steamer at the request of the Russian
(C.ontioned on Bart Then.)
MOVING ABOUT
BUSINESS BODIES -ARE PRE
PARING TO ENTER NEW
QUARTERS.
Hon. Given Campbell Has Much Fur-
niture Here—Mrs. Bloomfield
Comes to Town for Winter.
The Retai! Merchants' association's
seoretiry's office will today or tornor-
rorn stmt moving from its present
quarter on the second floor of the
Register's old building on Broadway
between Fifth and 'Sixth, to the MTS.
Rose Robertson building on Legal
Row, which has been prepared for
same, as the furnishing cornirnitates
are now getting their equipment to
the new quarters.
andiddmd• 4
1alsoisffersol.
TWO FIRES THIS MORNING;
ONE CAUSES A HEAVY LOSS
Mr. Campbell Moving.
Hon. Given Campbell of St. Louis,
is in the city, and one carload sof hjg
household furniture has arrived fro
hie Future Great home, to be ,in-
stalled in the new residence he luta
constructed in Arcadia upon the silt
where formerly stood the home of the
late Colonel John C. Noble. The new
home has been completed entirely,
with exception of a few touches .hiere
anti there by the painters, and this
will be finished within the next few
days.
This is Mr. Campbell's original
home, but for thirty year. past he
has been residing in St. Louis. From
now on he Will divide his time be-
tween this city and that until he gets
his big legal business wound up, and
finally retires from active life.
Moved to Town.
Mrs. Judge Bloomfield and daugh-
ter, Miss Joie, have closed their home
in Arcadia and moved to the city for
the winter.
A number of other suburbanites are
preparing to come to town Tor the
cold months, the general exodus this
way having already been started.
THE PADUCAH COOPERAGE COMPANY VISITED BY ANOTH-
ER DISASTROUS BLAZE—THE DRYt'XILN AND HEADING
PLANT OF THE INDUSTRY, TOGETHER WITH MUCH MA-
TERIAL, ARE DESTROYED—LOSS ITIMATED AT FULLY
S5o,000—THE UNION CENTRAL HO L PARTLY BURNED
ALSO—CAUSES OF THE FIRES NOT CLEAR.
There were two alarms pf fire this
morning, one just before i o'clock,
at 12:45, ansl the other at los o'clock.
The first fire proved a very disastrous
one, but the latter one did not
amount to much.
Vas Culin Moving.
Me. David/Van Catlin is now mov-
ing the balance of ,his stock, from the
old quarters into the new building at
320 Broadway, - and will get entirely
in by the last of this week. The men
are moving the stock after nightfall
so as test tote disturbing things dur-
ing business hours in the chytinae,
The first alarm came from the dis-
covery of fire in the dry kiln of the
Paducah Cooperage company, jusf
above Mechanicsburg, which together
with the heading plant of the same
industry, located near by, was con.
sumed. The second alarm came from
the Union Central hotel (the old Lo-
Bloom house) at the corner of Broad
way and Eleventh street, which was
only partially damaged.
Both of the fires are somewhat of
a mystery. The best theory as to the
origin of the fire at the Cooperage
company was that it started from
spons,oeous combustion, and the
clearest theory as to the fire at the
Central hotel was that it start-
4r fire in the cook stove hit
the rh 
The leng of the Cooperage com-
pany w oughly estimated at $50,-
000, and Abet to the Union Central
hotel at slUet $1,000
The First Fife.
At the first hour stated some par-
ties who were near the Cooperage
company discovered fire issuing from
the dry kiln of the plant. The alarm
was promptly given and efforts made
to %heck the blaze, but owing to the
dry material therein and the immense
quantity thereof nothing could be
done. The tire departments were
palimpt to answer, but they found the
blaze so formidable that in spite of
all they could die fire had its way.
The dry kiln, which was a
brick structure, wamsoon consumed
and then the fire spread to the bead-
ing plant, which was a frame and
quite a large one. This, too, war
soon corninned, together with its con
tents.
There were about fifty carloads of
dry heading in the dry kiln and this
is what made the fire so severe. The
heading plant too was well filled with
material as well as machinery. The
two buildings were burning for nearly
two hour*, and when this report was
closed had not well flurried out.
The blaze was an ugly one when in
its height and for a time it looked
like the whole manufacturing indus-
try in that end of the citiy; was
doomed to be destroyed. There was
at times much danger to some of the
contiguous property, but fortuaately
the fire was held to the two strtictures
primed. The blaze from the fire lit
up the heavens until for near a mile
one could almost read a paper from
them and down as far as the location
of the Register office it appeared as
if the entice southern end of the city
fyap burning. The heat in the vicin-
ity of the fire is said to have been
easily felt for squares away. The
smoke was swept down into the main
part of the city though only a little
breeze was stirring .
Manager Blaine Kilgore, of the Pa-
ducah Coeperage company, thought
the loss to the company would aggre-
gate npe less than $4o,000 and might
reach $5o.000. . He was disposed to
think the latter figure the nearest one
to what was right. This loss of
course was upon material and the
dry kiln kid the heading plant, in
which was much good machinery.
The Paducah Cooperage company
employs atiout 200 hands and many
worked in the heading plant. The
fire will no doubt stop work at the
plant for time and this will add
to the los o4asioned.
In spite f.the lateness of the hour
of the ,fire: many people were drawn
thereto, hundreds going up from the
city proper: Some of these still lin-
gered also the blaze at 3 o'clock, it
still being
This is
age comp
had, but:
The fire
*tea fire then.
the first fire the Cooper
of its predecessors have
the eirerest one.
• Second Skase.
t the Union Central hotel
was di9oo4red by the inmates of the
house. Then the house was well fill-
ed with .sinoice and it was thought
that the Inane was doomed. The de-
partnieot, or the few men who had
been left *charge of the central sta-
tion. answered the alarm and did all
they could to check the tire. The
men had a hard proposition, however,
for they were only few in
number and ,many obstacles
had to, be overcome. First they
went to the fire with only a small
amount of hose and when they come
to attack it et the fire plug at the
corner OE Iroadway ape& Eleventh
litreet It 'Ives found that the threads
would not bold. Then they had to go
to Jelferstip and Eleventh and this
caused lost of time. Additional hose
too, had_ kbe misused and this =w at-
tached .at Way and Twelfth and
more t* . knee while this was be-
ing done. but finally the "boys" got
into fighting who and in spite of the
pogrees of ilhe fire and its mean char-
acter to fight did good work. The
/we having, frit a good start eat its
way tom the kite:hen, edbIttip is one
story, hp the ell, which is tsho story
and crept% into the roof, which ia
cover 
ivi
ed metal. Spreading as it
did ere it breke out the fire was ap-
parent in several places and there-
fore dangerrno. It was only persist-
ent work that saved the house.
The hotel is managed by Mrs. liar-
din. She seemed to have it will filled
with guests judging from the number
which.canee therefrom at the alarm
in all manner of coettnne and in all
manner of 'ways. One man threw Ms
breetehes jom a second Story win-
dow and leaped after them.
Much 0( the household goods of
the boards particularly was remov-
ed from tie building, but the loss in
this regard must have been consider-
able to the proprietress of the house.
It was understood that all the din-
ing and kitchen furniture was well de-
stroyed, but this could not be settled
for the firemen were in the way when
The Register man left the housele
3 o'clock, the fire being then about
out. ,
The hotel property belong, to Mr
NI. Bloom and the Loeb estate end
the kn., thereon is covered by mar-
ance. Mrs. Hardin had some in-,fg
&nice on the contents of the 'tomtit:It
was understood, but this could spot
be confirmed. Hoer loss was probably
$aoo. "
THE FURNACES
MR. GALTRA'S ROAD GOES IN-
TO HANDS OF OTHER
PEOPLE
Said That From Now the Furnace
Question Will Be Pushed More
Expediously.
.011••••
It is probable that movements look
ing towards again operating the
Grand Rivers furnaces will be 
i
con-
ducted e expediously now, accord
mg 
tf 
n ormation reaching certain
interested parties here, now that the
Tennessee Central railroad is leased
to the Illinois Central, and other lines
that: desire an entraece into Nash-
vine, Tenn., opposition to the L.
MAY RETURN TO
HER NATIVE STATE. EcHoEs OFCORUTS
Marquise Merinville Reaches New
York From Europe.
New York, Nov. 2.—The Marquise
DesMonstiers Merinville, formerly
Mary Gwyendolin Caldwell, of Ken-
tucky, arrived on the Kaiser Wirhelm
II. yesterday, hdr health ruined. Miss
Caldwell's father was W. S. Caldwell,
who lived in Virginia, and her mother
was one of She Breckinridges of
Kentucky. The Caldwells at one time
made their home in Louisville and
Lexington. For twenty years Miss
Caldwell had ben known as a deeply
religious woman. She married, in
1892, the Marquis Merinvilbe, after a
previous engagement with Prince
Murat had been broken. During her
stay in Rome she made many large
gifts to the Catholis church, but she
later chanIeed her faith. She was
given a *mate audience by Pope
Pins X., but he failed to alter her de-
cision, although both were deeply
moved.
Her married life was very unhap-
py, and it is announced she will make
her future home in this country, and
iri all probability in Kentucky, where
she may purchase an estate, and re-
main in retirement during the reirrairib
der of her life.
The Marquise declined to grant an
interview on her plans. She has al-
most lost her sight and hearing, as
the result of disease contracted dur-
ing her stay abroad
k N. tont ., C. & St. L. raihoade.
Mr. Galtra, one of the main prof:not-
crs Agitating the resumption queition,
is vice president of the Thrtmeseee
Central rakrood, and has deverteet his
spare time nepromoting the furnace
deal, but 1*' the railroad line with
which he. le connected goes entirely
into the ,hiends of the I. C. and other
line, there will after -the first of next
month be Ito trcersity for certain offi-
cials now huperintending the opera-
tions of tie Tennessee Central syis-
pistern, and • is understood he will re-
sign his ent place. If this occurs
he will ha e all Me time to gine to
the furnace matter and phsh things
looking towards again starting them.
He is related to the main owner of
the properties, and with his party of
capitalists Is just now anishing A tour
of inspection to the ore and rock
fields they will ttse in connection
with the Grand Rivers plant. '
It is understood that the promot-
ers will hi through here again in
about titer 'weeks for a final. trip to
the pIan4, 
.
I
A STRIKE AHEAD
UNITED MINE WORKERS ARE
PREPARING FOR A NEW
BATTLE.
Every Evidence Exists That They
Are Carrying on Campaign
for Members.
Wilkesbarre, Pa., Nov 2 - -The un-
ion miners of the anthracite region
are making energetic efforts her the
comigg convention if the United
Mine Workers, which will be held in
Shamokin, Pa., next month. It is
well understood that the action of the
convention wit( largely depend on the
numerical and financial strength of
the organization at the time of the
convention. It is berieved that Mr.
Mitchell, the leader of the mine work-
ers, in whose judgment tney nave un-
limited confidence, would not sanction
the formulation of any demands which
might lead to a strike, unless the or-
ganization is snfficiently prepared for
such a severe test. For that reason
the United Mine Workers of this dis-
trict are carrying on an energetic
campaign to strengthen the ranks of
the organization and bring its mem-
bership to at least t2o,000 to 150,000.
Coaventions of two of the three
districts included inthe organization
have already declared themselves for
the eight hour day and recognition
of the union, the two chief objects,
according to Ur. Mitchera state-
ment which the union seeks. It is
generally believed that the demands
of the United Mine Workers, provid-
ed their numerical and financial
strength warrants it, will include a
Otto nition of the union, an eight
day, the weighing of coal and
Allison Will Case Decided
In Favor ot His Widow
unt by weight for a, ton of two
sto,sand pounds instead of the 2
pounds which is called a ton in some
of tile collieries, a new conciliation
board 'of three members, continuation
of the sliding scale feitture of the
present agreement, and also the check
weighman and check docking lanes
features of the agreement.
When the demands are formulated
and approved by Mr. Mitchell, it is
expected that Mr. Mitchell and the
three district presidents, Nichob, Fet-
try and Fahey, will be appointed to
visit the coal operators in Neiv York
to submit the( demands of the men.
Wiith the approach of the date of the
convention the local branches of the
organization are increasing their ef-
forts and their officers report that
their campaign is crowned with grat-
ifying success. During the mnasth of
October many thousand new members
have joined the organization and the
latter is said ti be in a flourishing
financial condition. Many of the op-
erators express the opinion that the
efforts of the union will not be suf-
ficiently successful to warrant the un-
ion making a determined fight for the
eight hour day and recognition. They
STREET RAILWAY CO.
WON DAMAGE SUIT.
Suit Filed to Settle Question of Own-
ership of Policy on Life of H.
A. Rose.
DAMAGE SUIT
MAY BE COMPROMISED
I I I
There was submitted to Judge Reed
the suit of City of Paducah against
J. Lem Jones, decisions having been
reached whereby the matter will not
go to the jury. The city is suing to
compel Jones to forfeit the $i,000
bond he executed to the municipality
on being granted a saloon license,
which bond he agreed to forfeit if he
violated any of the city laws. He did
and the public officials sue for the
band, but Jones' lawyers efaim the
ordinance requiring the bond is in-
valid, as is also the provision ens-
powering the mayor to revoke licenses
of saloonkeepers who self on Sunday.
There was dismissed the suit of
Edwin Rivers against ths Roberts
Tobacco company. Plaintiff sued de-
fendant for salary due him for trav-
eling for them, but defendant paid off
the debt and the suit is dismissed
noin.
Verdict for Defendant
The, jury found for the defendant
in! the !Ilk where Nellie Moore
claimed damages from the street rail-
way Cowpony on the ground that it
was negligence of the railway cm-
plogee that caused-her to get pushed
oit the ear at Fourth tout Broadway
and get her limb broken.
A continuance until the next term
of court was given in the suit of
Laura Harmers against the street
chantey company.
There was dieinissed without pre-
*dice the litigation of the Seacoast
Mineral compaay against the Citi-
zens' Savings bank.
The jury decided in favor of de-
fendant the action of Lola Mankin
against Ifary F. Allison, administra-
tett' of the estate of the late H. C.
(Doc) Allison. In this case the 'skin-
tiff, who is the daughter of Doc Alli-
son by his feat wife, attempted to
break her father's will which left
most of his property to his present
widow, who was his second wife, and
his two children by his second wife.
Today's Docket.
The proceedings set for trial today
are as follows: William Dallas vs.
Western Union Telegraph comrsey;
Fannie M.. Kennedy vs. Western
Union Telegraph company; !diary E.
administratrix of H. C. Alli-
son, against the Fidelity Mutual Life
Insurance company. The plaintiffs
in the suits against the telegraph
company claim the company attaches
did not deliver promptly to them the
telegrams sent over defendant's line
to pkaintiffs. In the suit of Mrs. Alli-
son against the insurance company,
she sues for th eamount of the life
Insurance policy held in the comparty
by her late husband, lf C. Allison
For some cause the ormpany refuses
to pay ashme. • These three Suits !My
not be gotten to todey as the Head
vs. Hodge case is now on trial and
there are about fifty witnesses to ex-
amine, while a° brilliant array of legal
talent is on both sides and :hours wi:b
be consunsed in the argument..
Mandate Lodged.
There was dismissed wltkout prej-
udice the suit of the First ` National
bank of Chicago against H. U. Lov-
ing,, J. Campbell Flournoy and Gen.
C. 'Wallace, for $5.000 claimed due
from defendants by the hank on a
note executed for borrowed money.
There was lodged the appellate
court mandate in the suit of Lena
Illaud Flint against the Illinois Cen-
tral railroad. The Flint girl was in-jured on the railroad trestle near
Dawson while crossing same the day
the Illinois Central railroad employes
gave their big picnic three years ago
last August. The freight train that
bore down on the party killed several
and hurt many. The Flint girl sued
for earriages, lost in'the circuit courthere and appealed to the higher tri-
bunal, but loses there and the appel-
late mandate now arrives. Since the
appellate eourt has had the proceedseem, Jo believe that Mr. Mitchell will
preserve a conservative attitude and I hose thoolle the lawyers for the
will not lend hie hand in any attempt plaintiff have gotten new testimony
to involve the union in a war which on the matter, and using this for n
would be disastrous without enough
numbers and money to beck it. (Centnued on Fourth Page.) ,
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FIRST MEETING
THE KNIGHTS OF COLUMBUS
HOLD SESSION THIS
EVENING.
Many Witnessed Degree Work at
Jersey Camp Last Evening—
Three Beavers in the City.
This evening at the Elks hall on
North Fourth street the new lodge,
Knights of-Columbus will hold its
first regular meeting, since the instal-
lation ceremonies of last Sunday. The
lodge members attend services this
evening at St. Frances de Saks
church, and this will be followed with
the secret order session by the mem-
bers who will repair to the Elks hall
which they are using until they get
themselves a permanent assembly
room. The meeting is expected to be
one of much interest tonight.
immi•••••=.11.
•'
Large Coved There.
A large crowd of outsiders were
present at the Jersey camp for Wood-
men of the Wiorld last evening at
their meeting over Broadfoot's gro-
cery at Thirdi and Elizabeth streets.
The gathering was an "open" session
at which time the degree work was
conferred on a candidate in full view
of the outsiders who found the initi-
ation unusually interesting.
Beavers Here.
Messrs. E W. Tripp and Harry
English of the national office for the
Order of Beavers, are still working
things fast getting together. a big
membership for the new lodge to be
started here. They had quite a
pleasant meeting yesterday with three
Beavers of years standing, in the per-
son of Jewell Kelley, leading man for
the Jeweld Kelley Opera comfany
that is now playing at the Kentucky,
and also Charles McDonald and Law-
rence Gordon, who are members of
the troupe also. The latter were de-
lighted to learn a big and. flouri0i-
ing body is to be installed here.
DEBATE TONIGHT
SOCIAL AND CIVIL RIGHTS OF
MEN WILL BE DIS-
CUSSED.
Miss Newell's Resignation Is Net
Effective Until Next Wednes-
day Afternoon.
This evening at the Washington
building on West Broadway there
will be conducted the first entertain-
ment by the Debating club which
was organized last week from among
the pupils of the high school depart-
ment. The entire public is more than
cordially invited to attend and hear
the spirited talks by the young peo-
ple who make no charge whatever as
ad rri tt ance.
The subject of tile debate will be
"Resolved, That All Men Should
Have Equal Social and Civil Rights."
The affirmative will be taken by
Brent Janes and Willie Rock, while
the negative is to be handled by Rob-
ert Mitchell and William Wilhelm.
During the evening an essay will be
delivered by Frank Luftenberg. All
are among the very bright pupils of
the school and the speeches are ex-
pected to be of much interest.
STREET BILL
CITY SOLICITOR WILL FOR-
WARD THE TRANSCRIPT
WITHIN WEEK.
Work for the Municipal Improvement
Continues Going Ahead on
These Thoroughfares.
Not Until Wednesday.
Miss happy Newell's resignation
does not take effect today as origin-
ally intended, as she has agreed to re-
main in charge of her room until
next Wednesday afternoon so as to
give the board ample time in which
to choose her successor which will he
named at the school board meeting
the coming Tuesday evening.
MAN DROWNED
ALEXANDER DUFF CAUGHT
BY THE STEAMER GRACE
SMITH.
Captain Mizell Says Duff Persisted in
Swinging Onto Boat's Raft, and
Lost His Life.
As yet it has .not been learned
whether there has been recovered the
remains of Alexander Duff, who was
drowned last Monday in the Ohio
river just below Brocrkport. Noth-ing much is known about the man
who seems to be without relatives in
thin section of. the country.
The Metropolis paper in speaking
of the drowning states as follows:
"On Monday last, while towing a
raft of logs to Flrookport for Fletcher
Foreman, the steamer Grace Smith
rah down and drowned Alexander
Duff, said to be an' Irishman about 36years of age, a mussei finhermart. Sofar as known he has no relatives in.this locality. Duff was going up
.streaan in a skiff and persisted in rowing up against the head of the raftto be towed instead of puling his own
craft. Mr. Mizell, the, owner of theboat, says he repeatedly warned the
man of his danger, but to these warnings he paid no attention."
City Solicitor James Campbell, Jr.,
is preparing to forward within the
next week to the appellate court at
Frankfort, the trauscript in the ex
parte suit he tiled in the circuit court
here for the purpose of tenting the
ordinances and orders of the city leg-
islative board, and board of public
works, authorizing reconstruction of
Kentucky avenue. and Jefferson street,
from First to Ninth streets. Judge
Reed in the court here decided against
the solicitor, who claimed the ordi-
nance wa...3 invalid and work not legal-
ly provided for. The solicitor will
now carry the matter to the appellate
court so as to have it finally passed
upon.
He will get it advanced on the ap-
pellate court docket so an immediate
hearing can be given.
The legislative authorities have al-
ready given the solicitor permission
to appeal the action so the appellate
court can set at rest any doubt as to
the validity of the measure.
The work on the two streets. con-
tinues going ahead rapidly, the men
having the excavations for the brick
streets, finished all the way to Fourth
on the avenue, while on Jefferson the
excavations were yesterday complet-
ed for the storm water sewers on the
south side out to Fifth, and will be
done on the other side within a day
Or two.
DEMOCRATS
THE SPEAKERS WILL NOT GO
OUT AGAIN UNTIL TO-
MORROW.
Nominees for the Municipal Offices
Will Not Have Any Speaking
Dates—Election Near.
Yesterday afternoon at 2 o'clock
the democratic nominees for thi,e coun
t) offices spoke at Reidland in the
county, and this is the last speeches
of the aspirants until tomorrow after-
noon tat 2 o'clock when they go to
WcxxImille. At Lamont tomorrow
night at 7 o'clock the nominees will
bring to a close their whirl through.
the county.
One well known farmer yesterday
said that depite the attempts of the
republican mouthpiece to mislead the
people and make believe that nobody
was hearing the speeches made by
the democratic nominees out in the
county, that large audiences weree in
attendance nightly and heard with
great interest the speakings. The
farmer continued that at Massac a
few night, ago there were over 200
voters there, and they were all white
men, too, this being more than the
whites and negroes combined, that at-
tend the conventions of the republi-
cans right here in the city of 25,000.
The nominees for city offices will
not make any- speeches this year as
the only places to fill are police judge,
aldermen, councilmen and school trus-
tees. Ever-in-county office is to be
voted for with the exception of the
circuit court judge.
FRISCO ROAD
LOCATE EAST
A PADUCAHAN WILL START
SKIRT FACTORY IN NEW
YORK.
THE RETURN OF PRESIDENT
DAVIDSON IS BEING
AWAITED.
Representatives from This City Will
Go to St. Louis to See Him
Next Week.
Mr. Levk Is heady There, While
Mr. Gruenebaum Leaves Next
Sunday for That Place.
M. James Gruenebaum, of the
Wallet-stein Brothes clothing estab-
lishment, has severed his connection
with that leading firm ,and next Sun-
day goes to New York city to lo-
cate, he and Mr. David A. Levy hav-
ing already started there a factory for
the manufacture of misses' and ladies
skirts. Mir. Levy has been in that
eastern metropolis for sonic weeks
and opened the factory while Mtn
Gruenebaurn goes up now to join
him. The concern wild work about
thirty people in the factory at first,
and have about half a dozen men on
the road, but as time goes on they
will enlarge and branch out their in-
dustry, which is located on Fifteenth
street near 'Broadway, in New York.
Mfr. Gruenebaum came to this coun-
try seventeen years ago from his
home in Germany and has ever since
been connected with the Wallerstein
establishment. He is one of the best
clothing men in the country and thor-
oughly understands the Ila'rment out-
fitting 'business.
M. Levy for years has been con-
nected with leading Cleveland, Ohio,
and other factories manufacturing
dress goods for ladies and misses,
and understands the business in com-
plete detail. He is the son-in-law
of Mr. Herman Wallerstein Q f here
and will move his family to New
York.
Both young mens tand high in the
business world and their friends
hope them much success in their new
venture.
EAGLES'410ME
BIG CLASS FOR INITIATION
CAUSED POSTPONEMENT
OF QUESTION.
Grand Worthy President Davis. of
Cleveland, Ohio, Comes Here
During December.
At Wednesday night's meeting of
the Eagles' lodge there was not tak-
en up the question of procuring a
lodge room for the order to meet in,
because of the big rush of business
before the members who had an un-
usually large class of candidates to
iinitiate into the mysteries of the or-
ganization. The membership contest
is now on, the lodge offering a fine
prize to the affiliate bringing in the
largest number of 'new candidates for
initiation. Already between 25 and
50 have been admitted while many
more will be at each meeting from
now until time the contest closes.
The big dais kept the members
busy until nearly 12 o'clock Wednes-
day night putting them through, but
it is believed the horse proposition
will be taken up next Wednesday eve-
ning, the body meeting weekly.
The local brethren have received
word that sometime between Decem-
ber loth and ish, that Mr. Hyman
D. Davis, of Cleveland, 'Ohio, will
come to this city, while on a tour of
the subordinate bodies the country
over. He is the grand worthy presi-
dent for the entire United States end
is accompanied by his wife on the
trip. While here he will be royally
entertained, arrangements lrav.ing been
started of tendering himself and lady
a rowell banquet at the hotel by the
Padtrah lodge. He is expected to
stay here several days.
The citizens at large, and more es-
pecially the Commercial club mem-
bers, are anxiously awaiting return
this way of President Davidson and
other officials of the Frisco railroad
who atilt now at New York attend-
ing the meeting o fthe board of di-
rectors for that mighty railway sys-
tem. At thi, board session there will
be decided the question of extending
to thia city from Joppa, Ilk, the Chi-
cago and Eastern Illinois railroad,
which is controlled by the Frisco.. Ar-
rangements have been made for some
commercial dub official of this city
to wait on President Davidson at St.
Louis after he gets back from the
board meeting,' for purpose of ascer-
taining what was accomplished In
connection with the desired exten-
sion
When he left here last Monday the
president said. he would get back
about the last of next week, at which
time a conference will be held with
him by the Padircabans to learn the
outcome of the proposition. While
in this city he spoke most favorably
of the place and the citizens of here
ire more than elpased at the excellent
prospect the town has for capturing
the 'road extension.
STALL HELD
—
Nervous Women
Their Sufferings Are Usuallv
Due to Uterine Disorders
Ferhaps Unsuspected
A MEDICINE THAT CURES
Oan we disputa
the well
tact thistAmerican
women are ner-
vous?
How often do we
hear the expres-
sion, "I am so ner-
vous, it seems as if
I should fly ; " or
"Don't speak to
me." Little things
annoy you and
make you irritable; you can't sleep,
you are unable to quietly and calmly
perform your daily tasks or care for
your children.
The relation of the nerves and gen-
erative organs in women is so close
that nine-tenths of the nervous pros-
tration, nervous debility, the blues,
sleeplessness and nervous irritability
wise from some derangement of the
organism which makes her a woman.
Fits of depression or restlessness and
Irritability. Spirits easily affected. so
that one minute she laughs, the next
minute weeps. Pain in the ovaries and
between the shoulders. Loss of voice;
nervous dyspepsia. A tendency to cry
at the least provocation. All this pointa
to nervous prostration.
Nothing will relieve this distressing
condition and prevent months of pros-
tration and suffering so surely as Lydia
E. Pink ham's Vegetable Compound.
Mrs. M. E. Shotwell. of 1011Flatbush
Avenue, Brooklyn, N. Y., writes:
have
"1 meat* the wonderful relief I
ham's 
rearguncLydia K Pink-
-I suffered for
4e. long tileett manias print-ratios, back-
ache, headache, Ica ad appetite. I could
not skip and would walk the floor almost
"1712tree doctors and god no better, and
Are ivy_ a burden. I wee advised:0%331
Lydia M. Pinkhaan's Vegetable Corn
and it has worked somata far
"I am a well weman my lateVIMIMMOB is all
gone and my friends say I look ten years
younger."
Will not the volumes of letters from
women made strong by Lydia E. Pink-
barn's Vegetable Compound convince
all women of its virtues? Surely you
cannot wish to remain sick and weak
and discouraged, exhausted each day,
when son can be aa foully cured as
other women.
CHARGED WITH STEALING
COWS OF BUD ELROD,.OF
THE COUNTY.
Until Monday Was Continued Case
Charging Frank James With
Shooting Gabe Fletcher.
Wilt Stall, colored, was held to the
grand jury yesterday morning n the
poke court, on the charge of steal-
ing two cows 'from Bud Elrod, white,
of the county. He was sent to jail
on being unable to give $300 bond.
There was postponed until next
Monday the warrant charging Frank
James, colored, with shooting Gabe
Fletcher two years ago.
John Griffin, colored, was fined $zo
and.costs for striking Lena Jackson,
neires•s, with half a 'brick.
Wood Jones and Ernest Ozmont
got put off until today the case charg
ing them with stealing groceries from
John Wilkins' place at Eighth and
Ohio streets, and selling them to an-
other by claiming the articles be-
longed to them.
Henrelett Jones was given a cOrrin-
name until today of the proceeding
charging him with stealing the wheel
ui James Cally, who had loaned it to
some other for the time being.
Tom Cooper, colored, was held to
the grand jury on the charge of steal
Mg some serapiron and other metal
from the Jackson foundry at First
and Kentucky avenue.
Eva Johnson got $2o fine and thir-
ty days in jail for being drunk and
disorderly. •
IN A MOMN T
CHARLES J. DEVLIN'S LIFE
WENT ISUT IN CHI-
CAGO.
Failed Lately in sterna. for Millions
Which He Hoped to Pay
Off.
Out of Date
namely "Sts‘deser Baths
booklet Modern Home
Plumbing is Unhealthy
If your plumbing is out
of date, the members of your
Iiut.sehoid are constantly risking their
heath. Defective plumbing generates
germ-bearing ,sewer gases which pollute
the atmosphere and cannot help but be
breathed by the occupants.
Let us examine the condition of your
plumbing, correct defective piping and
install the best sanitary fixtures made,
and One-piece Lavatories. Our illustrated
Plumbing" sent free upon application.
E.D. HANNAN, Plumber
ii
Chicago, Nov. 2.—Charles J. Dev-
lin, the coal mine owner and banker
of Topeka, Kan.. whose failure for
more than $4,000,000 startled the
western business world in Ju'y died
of a stroke of paralysis at St. Eliza-
beth's hospital yesterday.
The deith of Ma.• Devlin means
that all who lost by his failure will
be repaid He carried life insurance
to the amount of $1.231.500. Of this
amount $667,000 had been turned over
to the Mist National bank of Topeka,
and this, wit" the other assets will
probab'y be sufficient to pay all
claim. On the remainder of the pol-
icies $83,soo is payable to Mrs. Dev-
lin and the five children arid can not
be assigned.
Mr. and Mrs. Devlin had recently
returned from Ireland. When he ar-
rived in Chicago he was in excellent
health and determined to earn suffi-
cient money to pay any losses which
might have been sustained by his fail-
ure. He expected to remain in Chi-
tago for a short time and then go to
Spring Valley to visit relatives of his
wife.
Mr. Devlin was in excellent spirits
when be arose in the morning He
was talking to his wife when he suf-
fered the fatal stroke. Physicians
were immediately called, but he was
beyond their assistance.
Mr. Devlin was 56 years of age and
a native of St. Louis. His rise in
the business world was phenomenal.
Ilk began life as a clerk in a coal of-
fice. in a fe wyears he WWI the own-
er of a small mine. In iRcaa he was
made a manager of the fuel proper-
ties of the Santa Fe railway system.
with general control of the company's
mines. He remained, in this position
until the receivership of the company.
He then leased the properties and in
a few years was rated as several
times /millionaire.
, His Prosperity continued until he
suffered a physical and mental col-
lapse. His failure last July was one
of the greatest surprises in the west-
ern business world.
COULSON,
...PLUMBING...
Steam and Hot Water Heating.
Phone 133. 523 Broadway.
Does Your Watch
Need Repairing?
Do you want a first class Job by an
expert lworkman? If you do take
It to
johnii). 13leich, levoder.
224 Broadway, Paducah, Ky.
444-4-4-8-e-,4444444.4.444++4-44.44
•
1
THE GLOBE BANK & TRUST CO
Of Paductath, Kehtucky,
Capital and Surplus $1/5/5,000
ED P. NOBLE, PRES. 0. W. ROBERTSON. V. PRIM.
N. W. VAN CULIN CASHIER.
Transacts an regular banking business.. Solidts your deposits. Pays •
per cent per annum on time certificate of deposits.. Safety boxes in fire
proof vault for rent • t h
 
to Sto per year as to nee. You carry your ow,
key and no one bat yourself has access.
For Vaults, Monuments and General Cemetery Work Use
GREEN RIVER STONE
THE BEST STONE ON THE MARKET for Monumental and
Building purpoees, as it BLEACHES WHITE UPON EXPOS-
URE AND THEN RETAINS WHITENESS; does not be-
come dark and discolored.
LET ME TELL YOU MORE ABOUT IT :
John S. Porteous Marble, Granite & Stone Works
SOLE AGENT, 160e TRIM BLE ST., PADUCAH, KY.
New Century Hotel
DAWSON SPRINGS, KY.
This fine modern hotel is now open under a new
management, for guests at, the
FAMOUS KENTUCKY WATERING PLACE
Very best, accommodations at'yeasonable rates
Price Bros. & Co.,
Dawson Springs, Kentucky.
Paducah Transfer Company
ancorporaimo
General Cartage Business,
Superior Facilities for Office
Handling Freight, Machinery 2nd:and Monroe
And Household Goods. Both 'Phones ii
P. D. Fitzpatrick, Supt
 4
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FIRE INSURANCE
Accident, Life, Liability, Steam Boiler-
Campbell Block.
(WI lee Phone 369. - - Residence Phone 726
'Satisfied: "Did you read my novel 
---
Criticue?" "Well, read as far
the chapter where the here was shot, subscribe For The Registerand then I quit." "Oh, but the herorecovers in the next chapter." "I was
afraid be would. That', why I quit."
—cleveland Leader.
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• CIRCUIT COURT OCCUPIED
WITH AN UNUSUAL DAM-
AGE SUIT.
Plaintiff, a Widow, Charges Defend-
ant With Killing Her Husband
—Case From Hickman.
A very sensational case is now en-
grossing the attention of circuit court
.* officials, lawyers and about half a
v
 hundred witnesses, it being taken up
yesterday. The suit is that of Mrs.
M. E. Head against Cheatham Hodge,
for $2e.000 damages, on the ground
that the deferudant killed her husband,
the dead man being Pink Head.
There are about fifty witnesses for
examination, while • brilleant array
of legal talent is lined up on both
sides. Hendrick, Miller & Marble,
of this city, and Sam Crossland and
Joseph Robbins, of Mayfield, repre-
senting the 'defendant, while Lawyer
Shelbourne, of Clinton county, Attor-
Ley Eugene Graves, of bete, and oth-
er attorneys represent the plaintiff.
The Head and Hodge families both
resided near Clinton, Hickman coun-t
t for some time until last Septem-ber. Since then Hodge has moved to
this county and it is because of this
that the litigation is instituted hereby Mrs. Head, who continues living
r.lar Clinton.
-14 somas that dne sight last Sep-tember Pink Head arid his wife heard
some noise out in the yard and went
out to investigate. Standing besidethe smokehouse they saw two dimly
outlined forms of men. Head startedcut to see who they were when shotdead. He dropped in his tracks- whilehis wife fell from the porch in hergreat fright from the sudden loud ex-
'IlS plosion of the shotgun The partiesbeside the smokehouse turned andIlnas off in the dark, while Mrs. Headaims that by the flash of the gun aghtness came momentarily into thedeck night around the man firing thegun and she recognized CheathamHodge aa the abootist.
There was a bad feeling existingbetween Hodge and Head and it isclaimed that this led up to the assas-sination.
Hodge killed hie brother one night,and Mrs. Head claims it happened inthe yard of herself and husband,which property adjoins the Hodgefarm. Hodge contends that he and
'his brother were out hooting one eve-I nisi and that he accidentally killedthe other while over on their ownfarm. hirs. Head claims that the two
- brothers, accompanied by several oth-ers, came to the Head borne oneA
 isight atfer dark with the purpose ofi then assassinating Fisk Head, andthat they caught a chicken in the yardII_ in as to make it squawk, and in thatmanner entice Head out, who wouldgo out to see what was the matter
with the fowl. Mrs. Head claimsthat during the excitement ChestHodges brother suddenly dartedaround the yard and Cheat Hodge,believing it was Head, shot bim to
-death and then pul/ed the body overon the Hodge farm.
All kinds of testimony is being giv-
en in the case and the bitterness otseach side is plainly evident from thetestimony. The suit is being fought
strongly and probabilities are it willnot be firisbed until some time to.
morrow, as hours will be cons tunedby the lawyers arguing same, afterthe evidence is in from the numerous
witnesses present. The latter comefrom all sections of the country.One witness testified yesterday thathe was working for Hodge at thetime of the killing and saw his em-ployer and another nwn goingthrough the ordhard icnvard the
'Head home, and then in about half
an hour heard the shot which killedHead.
As to this Hodge claims he and theother were going throsigh the or-
chard on a hunt when the employe
saw them.
. The killing of Head was laid be-4
 fore the circuit court grand jury atClinton la,t year, but no indictment's
weer ever brought in against Hodge.
I •
NEW HARDWARE HOUSE
We have just opened an up-to-date and well stocked hardware de-partment for our establishment, and are carrying a mammothstock recognized as one of the finest in the state. It includes
Stoves, Base Burners, Cuttlery, Tinware, Woodenware, Gran-iteware, Carpenter and Brick-mason Tools. Wire Nails, Builders'Hardware, and in fact a line of goods equal to that carried by thcleading houses of the country.
Being buyers in large quantities, and on a basis with load-inghouses, we are in position to give the best for the last money.Dont buy before calling and seeing our varied stock.
U. Rettopt Saddlery Co.,
109 South and Street, Paducah, Kentucky
REMEMBER THEIR LINES
Popular Actors with Remarkable
Memories.
When M. Coquelin, the great
French comedian, was asked a short
time ago if be ever forgot a part he
had once played, he replied that be
could at a moment's notice repeat any
part he had learned in his early years
on the stage "I have only to open
my mouth,' he' said, "and the speech-
es come out like a ribbon that is be-
ing unwound from a reek But I am
of opinion that after ao a man's mem-
ory hardens At all events, if I have
to play a part that I learned in laterlife I require just one ?ehearsal in
order to be sure of myself."
The astonishing nature of such afeat as this is only realized when one
remembers the enormous number of
the Southern Pacific railways and the
Armour car lines, Santa Fe Refrigera
tor Dispatch and the American Refrig
erator Transit company. These cases
were reparattd from the numerous
cases against southeastern railways
on wtnch hearings were had recently.The principal witness today was J.S Leads, general manner of theSanta Fe Refrigerator Dispatch, whogave startling testimony concerning
rebates and declared his inability tobreak up the practice. He said his
company operate/ 4,e50 cars and ob-tains acklitional equipment by inter-
change with the American Refrigera-tor Transit company and the Michi-gan Central railway. The cars operat
ed by the Santa Fe Refrigerator Dis-patch, said Mr. Leads, are owned bythe Santa Fe railway and are leasedby the Dispatch line.
, Commissioner Prouty questionedthe witness regarding the cost of re-frigeration in the California fruit serifice and Mb. Leads said a charge for
refrigeration is justifiable for the rea-
son that the receipts from mileage
are insufficient to pay earnings on
the expensively constructed cars intoe.
In response to questions by "Com-
missioners Clemems and Prouty. Mr.Leads admitted that he had paid re-bates to shippers of certain fruits, butinsisted that there had been no dis-
crimination in favor of anyone or
more shippers. He notified the pay-
ment of rebates by saying that hefound this to he a practice indulgedin by his competitors. The rebates,he said, amounted to St° a car toChicago, and Ore to Buffalo and Pittsburg ,and $2o to the Atlantic coast.Mr. Leads then told of what hiscompany had done, and raid that in-dividually he was powerless to break
up the practice.
parts an actor of necessity has to
master in his early years. "During
my first four years on the stage," SirSquire Bancroft, for instance, says,
"I acted 346 characters, repeatingIrian), of them with various actors andin different theaters—an average ofbetween eighty and ninety parts eachyear."
During his first season he playedforty fresh characters within six
weeks, "long hours of the night, gen-
erally by the light of a singk candle, Washington, Nov. 2 
—Ambas,-adorbeing often given to copying out my Juserand had a talk last night withparts front well-thumbed prompt the president about Venezuelan mat-books." In one memorable fortnight ters. It is believed that the Frenchbe had to act the following seven government is not entirely satisfiedfresh parts: Cassio, in "Othello:" with the progress of events in Cara-Gratiano, in "The Merchant of Yen- cas and especially with the lack ofDeMitinprat, in "Richelieu:" Eu- success up to this time of Mr. Rus-gene de Lome', in "Love's Sacrifice:" sell, the ,Arrierican minister, in his ef-Wellborn, in "A New Way to Pay fort to induce President Castro toOld Debts;" Icilias, in "Virginius," withdraw his last note practically clis-and Leonardo Gonzago, in "The mistring M. Taigny, the French chargewife." at Caracas. It is learned that the sit-Sir Henry Irving had a still more tration is such that the French gov-amazing record of varied acting in his eminent does not feel justified in"prentice days" During three years in countermanding the orders alreadythe provinces he appeared in no few- issued for a French fleet to assembleer than 594 parts—an average of at Martinique ready for any eventual-nearly four new characters every ities in case the French demand isweek during the whole period. Al- not met in a proper spirit.though more than forty years have Inquiry &valets, the fact that thegone since Sir Henry committed these cause of the growing feeling of irrita-parts to memory, there are few of tion on the part of France toward Venthem which he could not repeat with- ezuela is the pursuance by the Ven-out even a glance at the book. Odd- ezuelan foreign office of diplomaticly enough, if ever the great actor's methods peculiar to a few of thememory shows any inclination to play South American countries which thehim' false it is in the characters which Fiends regard as lacking in straight-he has assumed the oftenest. forwardness."It is a curious thing," he has said, Exchanges on this basis have strain"that the more perfect you are in a ed the patience of the French gov-part the more likely yoirare to 'stick.' ernment almost to the breaking point.It is often the case after you have The present situation contains ele-been playing the same character a events of real peril and it will requirehundred or more nights. The worst some astute diplomacy on the part ofpart of it is that when you want the Minister Russell and a completeprompter he is never there." change of attitude on the part of Ven
dian, is another actor who has been
ezuela to prevent an open rupture
Mr. J. L. Toole, the veteran come
tween that country and France involvdowered with a remarkable memory. in a display of force.and few non have needed it moreHis was a most laborious apprentice-ship, and it is rfonbtful whether evenbe could say, within a hundred, howmany parts he has learned in histime. "I have played as many aseighteen' parts in a week," he statednol long ago. "Often I have beenatudyitig another part while I havebeen playing a new one, and many atime after rehearsal in the morningand acting at night I have gone hometo sit up studying a part for rehear-sal next day." Well might he say,"Those were the days when an actorhad to work like the proverbial nig-ger."
The late Wilson Barrett was bless-ed with such a remarkable memorythat tie was "letter perfect" in a partof average length after reading itthrough twice; and to his last day,i"Why can't you break it up?" asked t is said, he could repeat withoutCommissioner promPting any part he had ever 
Prouty.play-"Because 't would precipitate a war ed. But, so far from being ciintentthat might bring the charges below with mastering study the most insig-cost of refrigeration " said Mr. mficantimpersonation even a walkingLeads,. He then added in reply to part, with as much care as if he werefurther questioning: about to appear in a first performance"It is true that we publish one tariff of "Hamlet" before a London andi-and collect another. It is of too Ion-
standing for me to try to break it
down to learn a part," he confesses.
"I have a naturally bad memory,though it has improved of late, and
my words just come to me in thetheater, neither do I think out thingsbeforehand, for the simple reason thatI am unable to.' From which state-ment it is a fair inference that MO.Tree's memory is not such a bad oneafter all.
?sir. George Grossmith's memory islittle short of phenomenal, and yet onmore than one occasion it has failedhim lamentably. Some years ago be
INCREASE IN NAVY.
Recommended by General Board of
Which Dewey Is President.
Chicago, Nov. 2.—A dispatch from
Washington says: A formidable yet
necessary increase in the navy has
been recommended by the general
board, of whicb Admiral Dewey is
president. It was learned yesterday
that this body has asked the president
and Secretary Bonaparte to urge con
gress to authorize the following shipswas giving an entertainment before 'during the coming session:Queen Victoria at Balmoral, and at! "Three battleships of a displace-Her Majesty's request sang his pop- men which will enable them to carryular song, "You Should See Me at least ten twelve-inch breech-load-Dance the Polka." Hie sailed awaysmoothly enough until he came to-ward the end of the second verse,when, although he had then sung theverse over 2,000 times, he came to afull and ignominious stop. He con-tioued playing in the hope that thewords would come to him, but nota bit of it—they refused to come, andto the queen's great amusement, hehad to begin the verse again beforehe could surmount the obstacle.
FRANCE TIRES OF DELAY.
Relations With Venezuela Almost
Reach Breaking Point.
"Baby Edna" with the Jewell Kel-
ley Stock Co, at The Kentucky to-
day and Saturday, with matinee today
and Saturday.
"The Winning Girl' Coming
"The Vi)nning Girl," a new and
original musical comedy in two acts,
book and lyrics by Charles W. Doty,
music by Herman Feeley will be pre-
sented at The Kentucky on Wed-
nesday night by Mr. Frank L. Parley.
The production of "The Winning
Girl" is said to be one of M. Per-
lefirottost antbitious efforts, Intl as
that gentleman's name has been as-
sociated with all of the best things
that this country has ever had in
comic opera and musical) comedy, it
would seem that "The Winning Girl"
will establish a new standard for elab-
orateness of display, scenically and
sartorially. Mr. Doty, in providing
a story for "The Winning Girl" has
not, it is said, delved into the realms
of fancy and evolved an imaginary
tale of events in impossible lands. In-
stead he has woven his tale aroundthe gsperiences of a body of flesh
and blood Americans of today. Thelocales used are a fashionable New
York manicure establishment and thefamous Lenox Country club at Len-
ox, Mass. The plot deals with a so-
ciety paper's account of an escapade
ROBBERS IN BANK
THIS TIME IT WAS BURGLARS
WHO %ENT FOR THE
SAFE
After more than three centuries a
orecord of the De Soto expedition hasbeen found on the shore of LakeItasca,' in Minnesota, under a hugeboulder, where it has lain undisturb-
ed. The record written on the skin
of an antelope is barely legible, is'dated Aug. 9, te47. and signed byFerdinand Villena and Sancho Cueva
members of De Soto's exploring par-ty. Farmer Gray, who found the rec-ord, will send it to the SmithsonianInstitute at Washington.
Frightened Away and It Is Said Got
No Swag—Fired on by
Citizens.
In I he Theatrical World.
1 in which two prominent members ofthe club are implicated along with acouple of well known actresses. Theinitials only of the club members havebeen printed, And as several members
have names which fit the letters men-
tioned-in the weekly journal, the com-
plications which ensue are said to
produce abundant laughter. A pretty
love story is also intertwined among
the comedy situations; and the at-
mosphere of the "hunt" in the last
act is said to be quite realistic. In-
cluded in a company of fifty will be
found Miss Caroline Hull, a come-dienne of rare ability; Mabel Fenton,
the distinguished character actress;
Blanche Deyo, the prettiest soubrette
on the American stage; and that ac-knowledged beauty, Miss Caroline
Locke. Frederick Bond, Charles J.Ross, Fletcher Norton and HarryFairleigh are the principal male mern-leers.
. The musical numbers are said to bein Mr. Perlet's best vein, which
means that they will be found catchy,delightful an ddignified.
The Musical Extravaganza Cinder-
ella Coming
Bobby Nolan and John Mkoris, two
of the leading comedians of the JuleForeman Ausical Comedy company,
are two more minstrel celebrities whohave deserted minstrelsy for the le-gitimate stage and, like the numerous
others who have taken up this morepleasant tine of work, a splendid ca-
reer is predicted for them. For manyyears the great minstrel companieshave held many of the best enter-tainers known to the stage and have
robbed musical comedy and comic
opera of many of the brightest stage
Minstrel characters lose theiridentity to a large extent and many
of the most popular bights have de-serted that line for something morepleasant and refined. Mr. Nolan andMr. Morris have stood at the top ofthe list of minstrel celebrities for sev-en or eight years, and Manager Alleyis being congratulated by the profes-sion on his success in enlisting themin musical comedy.
At The Kentucky Monday andTuesday with souvenir matinee Tues-day.
REBATE GIVING
SAYS GENERAL MANAGER OFSANTA FE REFRIGERATOR
DISPATCH LINE.
Is Common Practice and Attempts to
weak It Up Would Precipitate
Rate War.
Sulphur, Ky., Nov. 2—The bank at Washington, Nov. 2—An inquirythis place was entered by robbers last into the operation of private refriger-mght. The safe was blown with nitro ator cars on transcontinental railwaysglycerin and is practically a wreck, was begun yesterday by the interstatewhile the building was badly dam- contineTce commission. The cases inaged. 
which the hearings are being had areOwing to the noise made, by the ex directed by the commission againstplosion it is believed that the thieves
the Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe and
re frightened away without seem-
any booty. This is not positivelyknown, as the officers, of the bankhave been unable to gain entrance to
the vault since the attempted rob-bery os "count of the door being bad-ly jammed.
The robbers started to work last
night about to o'clock, according tothe story told by Jo-eph Gividen, wholiver next door to the institution., lieheard some noises at that time, butpaid little attention to them. Later
about a o'clock when four terrific ex-plosion, were heard Gividen rushedto his window in time to see two men
run out of the building. The men
were also seen by Dr. Morris, andboth the doctor and Gividen fired onthe fugitives, though it is not believed
either of the thieves was hit. By thetime the firing began a number ofpeople in the neighborhood had been
awakened, and a crowd started in put
suit of the robbers, who had, how-
ever, gained a good start. It isthought they went in the directive° ofLagrange, and word has been sent tothat city in order that they may beintercepted if they reach that city.
The news of the robbery was re-
ceived in this city by telephone this
morning by the agent of the company
which has the bank insured, and ac
cording to his information it is thebelief that no money was taken.
Sulphor is a few miles above La-grange on the Louisville & Nashville
road.
ARREST MADE OVER COFFINEstimates for appropriation forthe depatment of commerce and la- Taken in Custody for Bigamy athor for the fiecal year ending Juneoo, t906, have been forwarded to thesecretary of the treasury. They ag-gregate $11,263,938, being $2,533,051 Shelbyville, Ind., Nov. 2 —Standingless than the estimates for the pres- at the grave of his mother, watching-ent fiscal year. the casket sink to its resting place,
rawrence Griswold of this city wastaken in custody by Sheriff Thomas
E. Newton on a charge of bigamy.
He was released on $1,000 bowl, hislast wife, to whom he was married
a year ago. becoming horiffswontan.
It is alleged that Griswold is ttotdivorceCfrom his first wife, living atEdinburg, Ind., to whom he was marstied lbnrteen year* ago. His last copresent wife was the wealthy widowr I 
_Joseph Laws.
Mother's Grave.
"I understand," observed the pas-tor, "that you were a witness beforethe legislative committee yesterday."
"Yes," replied the great financier.
"I hope you were able to acquitvour firm with honor."
"Oh, yes. I can* off gloriously.Hadn't any trouble- in avoiding thept,,,Trti,yn of our boolte."—ChicagoJ ,r,1 Irerald.
MAN LIVES DOUBLE LIFE.
Living With Another Woman Under
Assumed Name.
ing guns.
"Six torpedo boat destroyers.
"Six toroedo boats.
"Four submarine torpedo boats."
In order to carry the number of
guns proposed by the general board
the displacement authorized for the
battleships must reach at least 18,000
tons. A recommendation has been
made also that congreos increase the
displacement of the battleships Idaho
and Mississippi from 115,000 to tfi,000
tons in order that they may be equip-
ped with a heavy battery of twelve-
inch guns, but it is not at all certain
that thi% recommendation will Le
made to congress, becais-e Chief Na-
val Constructor Capps has devised a
plan for arming these vessels with
eight weapons of the huge caliber de-
sired.
Kokomo, Ind., Nov. 2.—Kokomo
society is surprised by the discoverythat C. Loring, founder of the Coun-try club of this city, is not that per-sonage at all, but is Charles Delano,
of New York, defendant in a divorce
snit. His wife has taken the deposi-tion* of prominent Kokomo people tosustain her charge, in a New Yorkcourt, that her ht.Obtand was guilty ofinfidelity.
Loring came to Kokomo in the summer of 1004 and remained until theautumn of the same year. The youngwoman by whom he was 'accompan-ied and whom he introduced as hiswife was neither Mrs. Loring norMrs. Delano, but a stenographer whohad been employed by the man in thedays when he was Charles Delano,a member of the New York Stock Exchange, and wealthy. Never by wordor by action did the man or womanbetray the relations they were main-ence. taming.Mr. Beerbohm Teee confesses that!he has a bad memory. "I newer sit I Subscribe for The Register,
PASTE JEWELS.
A secret sorrow is a joy forever—
t o most worne n 
.
A telling blow tis not necessarily
one that comes from a talkative man.
It's a brave man that isn't afraid) of
a welsh rarebit.
Jealousy is the rankest weed that
grows in true love's garden.
A truly charming man is one that
is all ears and no tongue.
It is 'better to marry a patient man
than a prince.
A mother will try to bleach even
a black sheep.
The ice pitcher is warm compared
to a cold shoulder.
God help the man who thinks hehas room in his heart for petty dis-likes.
Only he that knows what it is to bedown can appreciate being up in the
viorld
Many a broken heart is the foun-dation on which a career is build-
ed.
It is not devotion to life, but dread
of death, that makes most of us clingto this world.
A man ho thinks he understands
women is the worst fooled of themall.
The only angel of understanding isa woman of sympathy.—New OrleansPicayune.
REFLECTIONS OF A BACHELOR
It takes more courage to confessyou haven't anything than to brag.The more a man speculates the lesshe has to figure on what to do withthe money.
Sometimes a woman is so afraidthat her husband is not sleeping wellthat she wakes him up to ask him.
'A woman could understand a manpaying so much for a box of cigarsif it was to put in the bureau amonghis clothes.
A man takes as much pains withhis plans for a fishing trip as his wifedoes with those for their daughter'swedding.
A girl never likes a man to hugher if anybody is going to know aboutit.
A good way not to get excited isnot to try to explain to your wifewhat you are going to vote for.A woman doesn't have to knowvery much to know enough to pre-tend she knows less than the manshe picks out to flatter.
'Ahout the time a man begins torealize that he can't understand hisown children he has to begin to learnthe same thing about his grandebitsdren,—New York am, „Are.
•IINEMENINNIM, 
THE REGISTER Judging from the 'reports of the lo-cal press as to the conversions from
protracted or revival meetings held
the-paoofew weeks in Mayfield there
was -good cause for the services.
There have been no less than 500 con-
versions as the result of the meetings
and still, according to the expression
generally used, "the good work goes
on." And yet, not to be misunder-
stood as being disposed to be critical,
mayfield has many ,good church-
es, with large memiiership, and justly
ranks as a Godly town.
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'Tis With the Voters.
Thievery and all other disregard of
the•law• and the people." rights should
make the honest and the thoughtful
vote as one man to ot4t the "ma-
chines" wherever they may exist. For
instance, the revelation of the graft
in the Philadelphia filtration job
ought to make the people of that city
forget political parties in the pur-
pose to secure and maintain an hon-
est administration of municipal af-
fairs. Out of the contract involving
$18,000.000 of the people's money,
over $6,000,000 was stoltn by the
grafters. Of this monstrous piece of
robbery the Philadelphia Press says:
"No single chapter e‘en of the stu-
pendous Tweed knaveries approaches
this startling revelation. The simple
recital is appalling. No intensity of
language can add to the force of the
astounding facts. * * This
crushing report points straight to the
penitentiary. There is no escape from
its coils. It fastens the chain of
fraud and conspiracy with inexorable
grip • • * This report still make
a profound impression. This power-
ful presentation of the startling truth
from unimpeachable sources will fresh
ly arouse all true citizens and unite
them in a resistless determination to
overthrow the conspiracy noiv ex-
pored in all its hideous character."
Pertinent to this same thought to
down the gang candidates the India-
napolis News is constrained to say:
"We must all learn that the only
way to keep political parties clean
and honest is to refuse utterly to fol-
low then when they go wrong. There
will be no improvement as long as
the managers and boss are able to
count on support no matter whd the
candidate is or what are the princi-
ples at issue. Philadelphia and Penn-
sylvania are what. they are because,
and only because) good and honest
men have persisted in voting the par-
ty ticket simply for the reason that
'it was the party ticket. Why should
the gang nominate good men when it
knows that the voters will support
bad men quite as earnestly and loy-
alty? The only queation with the
glog is whether it can succeed in get
ring the bad man elected. Thus it is
that blind partisanship corrupts and
enfeebles the very party itself."
And upon the same line the San-
dusky. 0., Register remarks:
"What does Taft's attack on Cox
mean? It means just thio that when
a republican is convinced that a tick-
et has been nominated by a boss, that
the candidate is a mere creature of
the boss, a republican is perfectly jus-
tified in bolting the ticket. He de-
sclarls that he himself if he voted in
Cincinnati would vote against the re-
publican city and county ticket put
tip by George Cox. It is not a ques-
tion whether the men put up are corn
petent and honorable men or not; he
makes the sweeping assertion that ifthere he would vote against them,
which means, of course, that he would
vote the democratic ticket. He,therefore, justifies bolting and makesit honorable- and regular wheneverthe voter believes that the ticket hasbeen nominated by a machine andthe candidate the creature of a boss."
It is with the voter whether or not
the grafters and other thieves—for
there is no difference /in them—win
or are defeated. It is with the voters
also whether they continue to be rob-
bed either by the wasting of the rev-
enues they make up in taxes or in
the expenditures required of them
when streets, pavements, school
bon et and other improvements are
Madc. The people at the ballot box-
es can right these mateers to an ex-tent if not entirely, and if they failto do so then they should take their
medicine like men and cease to com-plain forever afterwards.
There will no doubt be Much right-ing of wrongs- on Tuesday next in
many sections of the country. The
day sot the grafters. are few.
Russia is mor4 of a mobocracy than
any other kind of a government just
now. The hotheads of the land seem
unable to understand what political
freedom means. Anarchy is rampant
throughout the land. Perhaps when
the people can reach a cairn, second
thought, if they can survive so long
as now seems necessary foo them to
come to the thinking point, wisdom
will rule and justice hold sway, but
just now it looks like expecting too
much from the many fiends at large
in that land to expect anything from
them at all but destruction and death.
The independent voting which will
be done everywhere next Tuesday is
going to make the returns very un-
certain and IX) one's election a dead
sure thing. The people are going to
undo much which was done for them
and without any particular regard as
to their rights. That nominee who
runs with the "machine" in any city
has monre cause that he perhaps
thinks to feel unsafe until the ballots
have ceased falling.
The production of the comparative-
ly new metal aluminum has rapidly
increased since it has been applied to
commercial uses. Twenty years ago
there were only eight-three pounds
produced in the world In 1891 only
about too,000 pounds were made. In
1893 the world's production of the
metal reached 7,500,000 pounds, and
last year 8,600,000 pounds were pro-
duced.
There is "action" among the news-
papers of the old Gibraltar. The re-
port is that the Mayfield Monitor and
Mirror are to consolidate, the Murray
Ledger has again changed hands. ind
the Clinton Democrat has cos*
exist Here's a welcome to the new.
order of things and a sigh for the de-
parted old.
"The supreme court of the United
States ,has declared that a stocklsokl-
er in a national bank has a right to
inspect the books of the bank," says
an exchange. But when? Can he
look before or after hte looting? If
there is no looting why look and if
there has been looting why look?
HUNDREDS KILLED
(Concluded from First Page.)
government, made before the pro-
mulgation of the manifesto granting
a constitution to Russia.
Anti-Government Demonstration,
Radom, Rueia, Nov. 2.--The anti-government demonstrations yesterday'
ended in wide-spread rioting. A mobdestroyed the telegraph poles, buinedgovernment property, barricaded the
streets, and threw bombs at thetroops. The soldiers fired volleys atthe rioters. There were many victims,both civilians and soldiers.
Finns Hoist Red Flag.
Helsingfors, Nov. 2.—All the offic-ial buildings fly the red tlag and theFinnish national ensign. The policedepartment is in the hands of the na-tional guard, part of which has been
armed by the Russia, nauthorities.
Thousands of reinfor nts are re-
ported to be tnarchiticginf7om Thosby
camp, fifteen miles awdy. Up to thepresent all 1.9 quiet and toder prevails,but a conflict is not improbable. The
city is crowded with outsiders and
numerous meetings' are being heldfor the further discussion of the sit-
uation.
DESPERADOES RAID A JAIL.
Ride Down From Mountains and
Release Prisoner.
Middlesboro, Ky., Nov. 2.—Tuesdaydesperadoes rode down from the
mountains, broke open the jail here
and released Pat Gully.
The past week's record of blood in
Bell county is as follows:
Ellis Anderson, shot and slangei-
ously wounded.
John Daniels, shot at a blind *SWyesterday.
Anthony Broughton shot and killed
Brantley Smith, at Pineville, last
night
John Clem shot in arm on Stony
rork.
ECHOES OF COURTS
(Continued from First Page.)
basis, have bodged a petitinn in the
circuit court here asking for another
trial. This petition has not yet been
acted on by the court.
— 
Insurance Controversly.
There was yesterday in the circuit
court tiled a suit by the National Life
Insurance company against the Ken-
tucky Mill and Lumber company
composed of H. Ht Loving, H. A.
Rost and Walter G. Dycus, Felix R.
Rudolph, administrator for the late
H. A. Rose, the Virestern National
bank of Louisville, and the later's re-
ceiver, Thomas, M. Thornton. The
litigation is to decide ash° gets the
.$to,000 life insurance polEcy the late
H. A. Rose held in the insurance com-
pany.
The insurance company states that
the policy is made payable to the mill
company of which Rose was a mem-
ber, but that the Wkstern bank is
claiming the policy because it was
hypothecated to it for a loan. The
administrator also contends for the
policy, and the insurance company
asks the court to decide who shall
have the $1o,000, which is' payable at
the rate of $500 annually for twenty
years.
May Compromise.
Hon. Hal Corbett and Capt. Frank
Farnsley have returned from New
Mlach-id, Mb., where they went on
business regarding the suits the
steamboatman and two of his crewhad prepared to bring against City
Marshal Richards and the city of
Madrid,. for $1o,ocio cash for allegedfalse arrest and imprisonment. When
the Paducahans got to New Madrd
offers to compromise were madethem by. the city authorities, and as
a' result this proposition is now being
considered, and if accapted, the suits
will oot be filed, otherwise the kis.gatime commences and will be foughtto the bitter end Engineer Vollie
Davis of the towboat Beaver got bad-ly scalded near New Madrid while theboat was close to that place on the
Mississippi river. Captain Farnslay,Captain Riggs and a deckhand start-
ed to shore to get medicine for Da-
vis at New 1.1.fiadrid, but were shot at
and put in jail by the quarantine of-ficers who claimed the crew had no
right to land, despite they bad health
certificates, showing they had notbeen in the yellow fever country. T'hetrio was kept iimprisooed an hour
and then released. Now if the com-promise is not settled, the .suns willbe filed, .the threerotaling-$30,000.
. 
.
Murder Charge'. •
Arthur Miller was put on trial yes-
terday at New Madrid, Mo., for al-
leged murder of Richard lo Plant, a
wealthy planted of near that city.
Miler formerly lived, in Calloway
county, and the killing came up about
LaPtanew wife. Lawyer Pete Seas"
pf Nflayfeld is representing Miller.
A BRAVE GIRL'S DEATH
With the Melody of Peace on Her
Lips End Came.
(Cairo Telegram.)
Cruelly mangled by a train, con-
scions that her life was ebbing away,
Ass Louey Butler, of Morgan Park,
Ilk, led - a hymn sung as her death
ritual.
The dying girl chanted the hymn as
surgeons prepared to tie the arteries.
Before their task was completed the
young woman's voice sank to a wav-
ering whisper and then ceased.
A devout church worker and singer
in the Baptist choir, her sweetly sym-
pathetic nature and care for the poor
of the village caused her to be uni-
versally beloved. On the fateful
night she stepped from a train at the
Morgan Park station. ITer dress
caught in the steps and she was
thrown between the cars. Almost im-
mediately the train started and crush-
ed her.
•
IN THE VICINITY.
(Mayfield Monitor, 2d.)
The farmers are being delayed
about their wheat sowing on account
of the gloomy weather.
Tuesday night at 7:30 o'clock atthe residence of Rev. A .S. Pettie,Mr. Mt. B. Holifield an Miss Me-linda May Drake were united in mar-
riage, Rev. Pettie performing the e'er-
%emony.
(Fultbn Leader, 2d.)
Mr. Isaon Fulwiler died last mightat 7:30 o'clock at the home of hisdaughter, Mrs. A. P. Eddy, on StateLine street, after a month's illness oftyphoid fever. Mr. Fulsviler was 78years old.
One of the biggest heat dealsever closed in Fulton was made yes-terday, when the J. T. Burton Co., ofthis city purchased from 13. S Shack-lett & Co., in the neighborhood of8:000 bushels of select wheat.
-------
One Degree less Discord.(Philadelphia Press.)
"figs that girl next door to- youtrot her parlor melodeon?"
"No, she exchanged it for a cornet,I'm glad to say."
"But, gracious, if she plays the cor-net that's worse, isn't, itr
"Not at all. Ifis 044 litlf as barkShe can't ging while) ptayingthe cornet!' r-
MAKING UP LIST
WATERWAY'S CONVENTION
DELEGATES WILL BE
SELECTED.
The Members of Fire Department
Wlant Ten Days Leave of Ab-
sence Like Police.
'Mayor Yeiser yesterday said that
by tomorrow or the first of next week
'he would have the list of names of
delegates that will be selected to rep-
resent this citiy at Ole Cairo meeting,
week after next, of the Ohio Valley
Improvement association. The mayor
has conferred witis Capt. James Ko-
ger and requested tlie latter and
other river men to select a list from
among their number who could at-
tend the convention, and he would
have them designated as the official
representatives from this city. The
list 41 now being made up and will
be in at Monday night's session of
the council.
- --
Want Leave of Absence.
The miertsbers of the fire depart-
ment of this city are preparing to ask
the municipal boards to grant them a
ten days' absence on full pay each
year, like enjoyed by, the policemen.
At present the firemen get one day
off every eleven days, and while on
on duty cannot got father than oneblock from tire station house where
they are on watch day and night. Itis believed \their request will begranted.
Parkins' Saloon License.
Mayor Yeiser has not yet fully
made up his mind regarding revokingthe license of Sahoonist Bud Parkins
of Ntechanicsburg. The bartenderthere sold on Sunday and was finedThe law empowers the mayor to takethe license away, but it looks as ifhe does not intend to.
NEW WALTZES
MR. HERBERT WALLERSTEINS
- TALENTED PEN PRO-
DUCES SEVERAL.
Sans Forme Club Organized Among
Young People—Mrs. Leech En-
Itertained Last Night.
,Mr Hierbert Wafferstein, one of thebrightest and most successful corns
posers of this city, has compiled sev-
eral excellent waltzes which he willforward immediately to the New
York publishing houses to have sameput to music.
' He is the author of "Sr"- "tne
of 'the most popular 11.•.!re•
ever put on the market, and has be-fore him quite a future in this regard.He passes away his spare moments
composing and many nice pieces have
resulted from his aptitude.
New Club.
The Sans Forme club is a new
social body organized amongst a
number of young people of the city.
and the first meeting was held nightbefore last with Miss Louise Detzel,
at which time a delightful assembly
was enjoyed.
Card Party.
Miany friends were charmingly en-tertained by the delightful, card partylast evening of Mrs. Thomas C.Leech, of Fountain avenue. The af-fair was complimentary to Miss Mar-tha Leech, who marries next week.
Revolutionary Deughters.
The Daughters of the American
Revolution meet this afternoon with
Mies. Eli G Boone at her home on
South Sixth near Wlashington streett.
The concert intended by the Daugh-
ters at the Kentucky, next week, has
been postponed until Nov. tfi.
KEPT HIS SECRET.
Man Dies Claiming Shot Which
Canoed Death Was Accident.
•
Lexington, Ky., Nov 2.—Without
revealing the name of the person who
shot him early Wednesday morning,J. X Shely succumbed to his wound
at•51. Jieseph's hoepitai this morning,
and oar of the most mysterious
shootings on record will be droppedby the police. Shely claimed to thelast that he was accidentally shot by
a friend, whose name he refused to
reveal.
It is the 'belief of his friend* thathe was shot by a woman, but the of-ficials will take no further action inthe matter.
CURRENT TESTS.
Casks Set Afloat by Geographical So-
ciety Are bleard Prom.
Philadelphia, Pa., Nov. 2.—At
meeting of the Geographical society
at Philadelphia last night, Harry G.
Bryant, the well known explorer,
made the announcement that two of
the Bryaft-Melville cask, which.were
seht adrift several years ago "in the
Polar sea have tarried tip. It was stfg
SO! the Buffet 0
• 107 SOUTH FOURTH STREET
01.C. eray, proprietor.
FINE OLD WINES AND WHISKIES.
Everything seasonable in the eatable line served to order. Afine noonday lunch for 25 cents.
Sic ..4•62.. Strap eVArn
At 'El Central Business College
306 Broadway, PADUCAH, KY.
I WRITE OR TELEGRAPH FOR CATALOGUE T9DAY BEFOREYOU GO ELSEWHERE
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THE KENTUCKY
TELEPHONE 348.
WEDNESDAY, Night Noy. 8
FRANK L. PERLEY
PRESENTS
A cross-country comedy act to music
w•WINNING GIRL
by CHAS. W. DOTY
With an all star cast df a half-hun-
dred.players including
CAROLINE HULL,
CHARLES J. ROSS,
FREDERICK BOND,
MABEL FENTON,
BLANCHE DEYO,
HARRY FARLEIGH,
FLETCHER NORTON,
AMY LEE.
CAROLINE LOCKE,
and the handsomest singing cborus I
In America.
Two Carloads of Scenery and Horses. I
Nothing ever seen like it before.
Direct from the Garrick' Theatre St.
Louis.
THE KENTUCKY
• TELEPHONE 54.
Matinee and
TO-NIGHT
THE FAMOUS
JEWELL-KELLEY STOCK
COMPANY.
Presenting the Young Southern
Actcr
MR. JEWELL KELLY,
Supported by an all star cast.
Matinee: SUN SET MINES.
Tonight: JESSE JAMES
THE KENTUCKYPrices :as, 35, so, 
TELEPHONE 548.Seat sale opens
at g o'clock.
Ts, 8. and $1.5o.
Tuesday morning
gested some years ago by Rear Ad-
miral George W. Melville, that valu-
able deka' concitrning the speed and
direction of arctic currentc might be
obtained by setting adrift specially
constructed ca ks in the Arctic ocean.
The society took up the suggestion
and Admiral Melville and NIT. Bryant
hid fifty casks constructed which
weer thrown overboard by United
State revenue cutters and whaling
ships. Each cask was numbered and
contained a mes.age in four lan-
guages requesting the finder to awl-
fy the Philadelphia society.
Mr. Bryant announced that he had
just heard from two of the casks. The
first was thrown overboard by ibe
revenue cutter Bear, on August 21;
tgot, about eighty-five miles north-
west of Wrangel Island and =cover-
ed by Captain A. G. Chei4ianson on
August 17, 1902, near thf mouth of
Kolluching Bay, on the coast of Si-
beria. In the course of one year ,11s
four days it had traveled 32o miles to
the s(.iitheast, and was probably in-
fluenced by local currents.
The other caik was placed bn an
ice floe northwe•t of Point Barrow.
Alaska. in latitude 71.53 north and
longitude 164.5o west, h ythe steam
whaler Alexander, on September It,
1899. It wit.' recovered one mile east
of Cape Randa Nupr, on the north-
eastern coast of Iceland, June 7, 1905.
Mr. Bryant said the position of the
second cask proved the existence of
a•current from Bering Strait around
the circumpolar base to the Atlantic
ocean. He expreseed satisfaction
ith the results gained.
9 NIGHTS COMMENCING MON- a
L DAY MATINEE TOES, NOV. U
Y. C. ALLEY PRESENTS THE
Jill fOliffiN1
ERE, COMEDY GO
In the Grand Laughing Festival
"CINDERELLA"
fr ::3o—PEOPLE--3o::—
CATCH Y MUSIC
SPECIAL SCENERY.
and Electrical Effects, anti a Well-
Drilled Chorus of Ladies and
Gen•lemen
Night Prices—sic. 35c, soc, 75c, Sow.
Special Ladies' and Children's Souv-
enir Matinee Tuesday—Adults, asc;
Children zsc. Seats on sale Satur-
day.
CONDEMNED MAN GUILTY
OF ANOTHER MURDER.
Jackeonville, Fla., Soy. 2.—Isharn
Edwards, who will be hanged Friday
for the murder last September of N.
WI Eppes, superintendent of public
instruction for Leon county, con-
fessed yesterday to a representative
of the Tinaes-Union to another ann.-
der perpetrated about three months
eiLlier. The victim was ai negro worn-
air; and Edwards with great glee de-
scribed her dying struggles. He went,
to her borne the next day and acted
as one of the pall-bearers and took
part in the singing and praying at the
funeral. Edwards is a negro.
NO PERSONAL ABUSE.
New York, Nov. 2.—Mayor MirClel
lan yesterday expreved disapproval
of the use of the red flag on some of
the Tammany banners, and also dis
*toted that the speakeis supporting
him must not be guilty of personal
abuse of any of the opposing candi-
dates. Char F. Murphy, leader of
Tammany I, aai du:Way that Tam-
many ha cinothing to do with the
erection of the political displays, on
whit.% the American flag and the red
flag were placed side by sides "We
have nothing to do with them," laid
Mr Morphy. "These ftags were put
up by business men."
For Wedding Gifts
ii
RICH CUT GLASS.
THE RIGHT
You wouldn't think of presenting a
piece that was not oirktly high-grids
—if you knew it. The best grade—
est cuttings--at the fairest prices—
And the largest selectibna are our in-ducement* for your eut glass trade.
J. L. WOLFF
ft
The Progressive Jewelry Store, , srd
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droest Stock
 
Lowest Prices Satisfaction fiudranteed
Paducah's Only Exclusive Furniture Dealers -
The Paducah Furniture Manufacturing Go.
SALES ROOMS 114-116-207-213 SOUTH THIRD STREET.BOTH PHONES 72
a%
BIBLE CLASS
WILL BIZET THIS EVENING AT
THE FIRST BAPTIST
CHURCH.
Tenth Street Christian Church Social
to Be Given at Horne of Rev.
Bass—Mite Society Meets.
This evening at the First • Baptist
tint church there will meet the Bible
class which is conducted by Rev.
John S. Cheek of that congregation.
The clan numbers about 25 and an
invitation is extended an those desir-
ing to join, to meet with the people
who 'e'aking a study of the good
book..
At )ininiater's Home.
This evening the birthday party for
the benefit of the Senth Street Chris-
tian chants, will be held at the resi-
dence of ire B. W. Bass, pastor Cif
that corsgregation, who lives in he
John Cl Miner home at NMth and
Clark streets. A most charming form
of entertainment has been arranged
for the pleasure of the public which
is invited.
Mite Society.
This afternoon at 3 o'clock the
Ladies' ante Shciety of the First
Baptist church wilt meet with Mrs.
J. R. Puryear at her home in 8o6
Broadway
Second Baptist Revivals.
As the time proceeds the attend-
.ances at the Second Baptist church
protracted meeting, grows laeger,
and the interest deeper. Rev. Roney
of Wickliffe is preaching each afteta
noon at 2:30 o'clock and every night
at 7-,o (o.c.rock, and considerable good
is being effeeted. Everybody is cor-
drtally invited to attend the gather-
ing.
HONEST 1k0FILE
AGAINST CROOKS
Issue in Mew York, Says Elihu Root
in Endorsing Win T. Jerome.
New 1gOrk, Nov. a.---Elihe Rout,
secretary of state, has written to
Judge Charles A. Flammer a letter
congratulating him on bis withdrawal
from the race for district attorney in
freer of District Attorney Jerome.
The secretary's letter follows:
"Depattment of State, Washington,
October 27, t9o5-4•A4y Dear Judge
Rammer: I eongratulate you on your
witharawing from the race for the dis
trict attorneyship. It was public spir
ited and wise, and shows the qualities
which have made you such a good
judge and such a good citizen. The
selection of a district attorney is not
so much a question of. one Party
againd another as it issofiell honest
People against all crooks and crimin-
als of every kind.
nJernaud•now seems to have a good
chance eit election, and his election
would be a great thing for New York.
He has vigor and fearles-sness and en-
thesiasm in the cause of juoice. and
hates 'a thief, and cannot be hushed
up or put to sleep by any influence
whatsoever. Every man who cares
about Nosing a decent, law-a
town might to be for him. I at:if:Uri
waysomy dear Judge. faithfully yours,
"ELIHU ROOT."
PREP RS JAIL TO WIFE.
e New York, Nov. 2 —Ri c ha r d Jan-
sen, a jolly-looking Dane of 34 years'
indsediefese in braving the storms of
married life, ran aground last night
and was piloted safely to the harbor-
ing bars of a police station.
"When were you arrested before"
disked Magistrate Breen this morning,
frowning. ,
"About a fortnight ago, your hon-
or."
"?ere yqu married?"4
"Yes, dour honor—a wife and three
little onell."
"Well," said the magistrate, "I
don't know what to do with you."
*I think don had better leave ft to
me, your honor," suggested Jansen
with a smile of 'relief.
Then, wi&permission to inflict his
own penalty, the Dane chose two
days and laughed heartily. I
"dV' - • '•' •-• ' LI Os erarenr:
Iwo daso in fail rather than go i
home " I
.."Yasse your honor," contlded Jansen, I
with a wink. "there's somebody walt-1
ing foe me."
Uses of Radium.
Alankyillke is a small place, hitt haat
"ugh entisprisitig citizen to main;
tab( a lettere course. One of the bee
titters Tagt.yegrAelivered an interest-
ing discourse on the wonders of ra-
dium.
He told of its discovery, its enor-
mous cost and the great things that
were expected of it in the future. At
the close of his remarks he said be
would be glad to answer any ques-
tions his hearerS might feel like ask-
ing him as to particulars he had ov-
erlooked or not made perfectly plain.
After a pause of a few moments tn
earnest-looking man rose and said
there was one question he would like
to ask.
"What is it?" said the lecturer.
"I'd like to know," responded the
man, a spasm of pain contorting his
features, "If radium will cure bun-
ions?"--Youth's Companion.
Strengtbeshig the Army.
(Detroit Free Press.)
Inasmuch as out of a total of 57,-
433 enlisted men there were last year
6.5333 desertions from the regular
army the seriousness of the situation
to which Major General F. C. Ain,-
worth calls attention in his annual re-
port is apeareot. The military sec-
retary insists that until there comes a
radical change of public sentiment to-
ward the army and the deserter is re-
gardedl as a criminal, nto be ostra-
cized and hunted down as relentlese-
ler as any other transgressor of the
laws," desertiorui will continue to be
excessive. Theie is no denying the
fact that at the present time desertion
is looked upon as nothing more seri-
ous that the brealdng of a contract
which has proved distasteful. If we
art to maintain a standing army it is
clear that greater inducements most
be affered men to enter the service.
lidded compensation would assist
materially and the amount expended
annually in tracing deserters and
punishing them if disbursed in the
kola of increased pay would go far
beevard elevating the standard of the
army and reducing the number of de-
sertiens.
NEW INTERURBAN
THE BLUE PRINTS FOR THE
PROPOSED ROUTE WILL
BE MADE.
Mr. Read Will Figure Total Cost of
Proposed line and Submit the
Figures to Promoters.
Mr. Jeff J. Read has returned from
Tiptonville and Union City, Tenn.,
where 'he is engaged with the people
promoting construction of the inter-
urban railroad between those two
point . It is almost an assured fact
that the line will be built, but the ne-
gotiations for same have not been en-
tirely completed.
Chief Engineer James Wilcox has
rda the lines for the proposed route
bEtween the two cities, and got the
grades and other necessary data re-
garding the topography of the coun-
try. These drawings have been turn-
ed over to Mr. Read who today will
weed them to St. Louis where e draft-
ing hots e will make some blue prints
for him; showing everything along
the contemplated rigid-of
-way. After
the prints are gotten back here,
which will be a week or two, Mr.
Read will then figure up the ere
cost for the road and submit thdMg-
tires to the capitalists behind the pro-ject. The latter will then decide
whether or not to immediately let
the contracts for the desired route
which will be the salvation of the
country between these points, as the
plates are not reached at pro ent by
any ime-arts of traffic of Ode nature.
Mr. Read has tren working on
question for some months and thinks
everything will be a sure go.
DEMOCRATIC NOMINEE.
Colonel Joseph Jackson in the City
From Clinton, Ky.
Hon. Joseph Jackson, of Clinton,
Ky., arrived in the city yeeterday to
attend the trial of the Head vs.
Hodge lawsuit in the circuit court.
Colonel Jackson is one. of the lead-
ing politicians of West Kentucky,
having been chosen the ckmocra
nominee for state legislator from the
district comprised of Fulton and Hick
man onenties, and at which conven-
tion there were adopted strong reso-
lutions supporting Joe Blackburn for
U. S. senate.
PAY OVER $850
REFEREE BAQBY__
DERE TAYLOR FISHER TO
DO THIS.
Amount He Is to Pay Over is That
for Which He Was Credited at
Assignee's Sale.
Yesterday Referee Bagby in bank-
rupt court, ordered Taylor 0. Fisher
to pay $85o over to the trustee of the
proceeding wherein Henry B. Grace
was forced into bankruptcy, sonic
weeks since. Fisher was a former
partner with Grace.
The two entered business, handling
cigars, tobacco and conducting a
pookeiotn. Grace bought Fisher out,
giving the latter n0000 for his half
interest, payind $150 to Fisher and
giving the lattetr a mortgage for the
retraining $85o of the purchase price.
Finally Grace made an assignment
and at the assignee's sale, Fisher
bought the stock for docoo, and paid
the assignee $150 in cash, and was
given credit for the $85o mortgage
Fisher held on the stock, this cash
and credit totaling the d0000. Grace
was then fotred into bankruptcy and
listed his individual debts and the
debt* for the firm when the partner-
ship existed between himself and
Fisher. As Grace did not have money
to pay all his creditors, the trustee
for him filed a petition to compel
Fisher to pay into the bankrupt court
the $85o which he was credited With
when he bought Grace's stock, his
credit being the amount of Ois snort-
gag,. Any member of a firm is liable
for 111 partnership debts and the ref-
eree ordered this sum mentioned paid
over to the trustee of Grace. If any
of the Elkso is left after all accounts
are paid off it goes back to Fisher.
Busily Occupied Otherwise.
"Why don't you telt the voters
what you can do for them??"
"That's the campaign orator's busi-
ness,"answered Senator Sorghum.
"I'm busy figuring on what.the voter,
can do for me"
OUST CHAUTAUQUA SALUTE„
last night as "Mr. and Mts. Johnson."
Today sounds of a struggle were
heard le the room, 'but no attention
was paid' to this. Some hours later
the odor cf gas was noticed, and the
-o.f_ the room was forced, when
the bodes were discovered.
Deaths in Christian County.
Hopkinsville, Ky , Nov. 2.- 4,11;1
J. Fdiret, one of the oldest citizens
,of this county, died at his home, near
this city, of diseases incident to ho
advanced age of 8o years. He was a
native of this county and was one of
its representative men.
Anis. Walter R. Graves, formerly
Miss Emma Myers, of this city, died
suddenly at her home in New York,
the first news being a telegram that
she was dead. She was a daughter of
Mr. and Mrs. 'Max Myers, a promi-
nent Jewish family of this city.
Waving H andbercidef Spreads Germs,,,.
W. C. T#17 Decides.
1-ns Angeles, Cal., Nov. 2.—Because
they believe disease germs are spread
by wales handkerOneioid the Chas-
tattqua salute so dear to all gather-
ings of women, the W. C. T. U. has
decided to abolish the feature of their
meetings. Hereafter indididual flags
of red, white and blue will be carried
by each delegate and these will re-
place the handkerchiefs ia the salute.
Just where the idea that handker-
chief-waving is not sanitary originat-
ed no one irr the national convention
here seem to know, but at a semi-
formal discustion today P was agreed
beyond all doubt ntwo whole regi-
nre'nts of disease germs are liberated
in the atmosphere every dike the
Chautauqua salute is given.
It is believed the plan originated
here on account of the fact that many
delegates are differing from slight
colds contracted on the trip and mem
hers with medical knowledge imme-
diately pointed out danger of promis-
cuous saluting.
M1YSTERY SURROUNDS DEA4H
Kentuckian Dies in Carthage, Mo.,
From Self-Inflicted Wounds.
tdevent Fraud in St. Louis Elections
St. Louis, Nov. a.—On motion of
Chairman Howe of the republican
city central cormnittee it was decided
by that body at its meeting last night
to prepare a list of all registered vot-
ers in St. Louis, giving their height,
weight, color, nationality, age, busi-
ness address, when they last regis-
tered, voted, moved their residence
and any other distinguishing remarks
that will assist the judges in making
an absolute identigcation possible and
prevent fraudulent voting.
ONLY FEW CASES.
Health Officer Reports Only .Six
Cases of Scarlet Fever.
Dr. Wm. T. Graves., health officer
for the city, has id:pout six cases of
scarlet fever at present, but believes
they will all be well within the next
week or ten days.
He states that thus far 22 cases
have occurred in tins city since the
slight epidemic broke out some weeks
since.
OLD OFFICERS
CHOSEN BY THE EVANSVILLE,
PADUCAH AND CAIRO
LINE.
President Bsgby Has Not Yet Re-
ceived List of New Books—The
Business World.
The directors for the Evansville.
Cairo and Paducah Packet line have
held their meeting and re-elected the
old officers who are II. C. Gilbert,
president; W.' S. Gilbert, toasured
George C. Crumbaugh, secretary, and
Saunders Fowler genera' freight
agent. The concern operates the
Dick Fowler, Joe Fowler and John
S. Hopkins, and has been kno‘n here
tofore as the Ohio and Tennessee
River Packet company, but at the di-
rectors' meeting in Evansville last
week it was changed to the other
name, and headquarters moved from
Paducah to that Indiana town.
Carthage, ddo., Nov. 2.—John
Meane, of Homesville, Ky., a brother
of Dr. George Means, a Methodist
preacher of Louisville, died Tuesday
without eXplaining the mystery
which surrounded his movements dur-
ing the past few days. Means was
picked up by the Carthage police in a
dazed CoinEtrir, -TliFTET., Alan- and-
taken to police headquarters. During
the night he inflicted seventeen
wounds upon his body with a pocket-
knife, and then cut his throat. It is
supposed that Meaqs was robbed and
drugged in St. 1iuj1s, and later placed
on a Frisco train dldis ticket was for
!Stinnett, Mo., tit Means was too
helpless to lea-4 the train, and was
carried on 'Carthage, where he was
put off. ied to be out pf his
mind, andl coald give no explanation
of his condition.
Double Tragedy in Hotel.
-New York, Nov. 2.—A nien and
woman, whose identity the police are
endeavoring to establish,-were found
deed tonitrat a hotel in Lexington
avenue. The room was full of gas
and all the crevices of the doors and
windows were stuffed with paper.
From the fact that the woman's jaw
was broken and her body was cov-
ered with recently inflicted bruises,
the police are dieposed.to believe that
else wag killed by the man, who after-
ward conmaittedl suicide by turning
on the ;
The couple registered at the lhotel
Line ?dot Received.
Preddent Bagby, of the Carnegie
library board of trustees, has not yet
received from the McClurg book sup-
ply house the list of new volumes to
be installed in the institution at
Ninth/ and Broadway. The trustees
aska McClurg to select them the
best juvenile and fiction works on
the market and send them here, and
that firm is now doing so. The presi-
dent expects to shortly hear as to
what the list will include.
Tearing Stable Down.
Yesterday morning die negro
Banks commenced tearing down the
old livery stable beside the postoffice
em North Fifth street, and will be
limited to ten days in which to•get
the building down and material
carted away so the ground can be
clear for the Elks' new home that will
go imp on the site. The old structure
was sold by the Mks' Building com-
pany to Banks and 'he will haul it
from the ground& It is believed that
things will be cleared away so that
laborers can one week from next
Monday commeree making eeasda.
tion for the !KV. • foundation.
BREACH OF
PROMICE
Building Foundation.
Today the men will commence ex-
cavating for the foundation of the
concrete house to be constructed by
Dr. Phil Stewart near Ninth and Mon
roe streets. The entire building- is to
be of concrete and just the ',Merida-
ticin will be laid this fall, an it can
idttle daring rbe void sreather•
A SUIT HAS BEEN DRAWS UP
TO BE FILED IN
COURT.
S. E. Mitchell Sues Street Railway
Company for nem for Killing
His Dog—Legal Business.
There has been drawn up to be
filed in the circuit court a breach of
promise suit, with well known parties
as plaintiff and defendant to the ac-
tion. The action will be lodged right
away if, some settlement of same is
not tinkle shortly. The young lady
claims the man promised to marry
her and then "backed out." The
names are not given until the litiga-
tion is filed.
• .11wmtralawv,,_
Fount& I
Syringes
Valued Dog at Szoo.
S. E. Miitchell has filed suit in the
court of Justice John Burnett against
the street railway company for *too
damages account the death of plain-
tiff's fine bird dog that was killed by
one o fthe cars of the line. Mitchell
claims the animal met its death
through negligence of the motorman.
The suit comes up for trial one week
from next dtkmday, and is about the
first of its kind ever instituted, here.
Motornian's Case.
Tomorrow morning Justice Barber
again takes up the warrant chording
Motorman James McNeal with car-
rying concealed weapons. He will
finish and, decide the action which
was continued over from last Mon-
day, when part of the testimony was
beard.
Decide Today or Tomorrow.
Lawyer Hal Corbett got back from
New Mladrid, Mb., and yesterday said
that today or tomorrow he and Presi-
dent Dick Davis of the akiermanic
board wotdd decide on a date for re-
sumption of the impeachment charges
against City Jailer Thomas Evots.
Back at Office.
Justice Jessie Young is able to be
back at his office every day now, hav-ing recovered from 'his illness whichkept him confined for one month to
the day.
WHEEL RECOVERED
OFFICER HESSIAN FOUND THE
BIKE OF YOUNG LAGER-
WAHL.
The kind that don't spring a
leak every time you use thoin.
They are made of new rubber
—rubber that has stretch in it
—new Pace rubber, the best
yet.
J. 11. Oehlschlaeger
DRUGGIST
SIXTH AND BROADWAY
TELEPHONE 63.
Bacon's Malarial
Tonic Capsules
ARE THE 'ORIGINAL TONIC
CAPSULES."
THE ONES THAT HAVE MADE
SUCH A REPUTATION IN PA-
DUCAH FOR CURING CHILLS
AND MALARIA.
PRICE soc.
TAKE NO OTHER.
THEY ARE GUARANTEED.
BACON'S
DRUG STORES.
7th & Jackson Ste phone an,& Clay Sts., phone ;S.
I The recollection of the quality of
our prescriptions remains long after
the price is forgotten.
1111111111111111=1111111111111111111M1111111=111111111111
HAYES
7th and Broadway. Tel. 756.
Prescriptions called for and deliv-
ered free of charge anywhere in the
City.
Ed Wilson, Colored. Arrested on ;he godmdmwego,
Charge of Carrying Concealed
Weapons—Police Notes.
Yesterday , Officer Joint Hessian
found in a yard on South Fifth streetthe bicycle of Maurice Isagerwahl,
that had been stolen the day beforefrom the Wa-hirrgton school bedd-ing on West Broadway, where the
:ad had ridden- same and left it stand-ing outside during study hours. The
like was found inside the yard where
the party had left same.
Had His Irons.
Ed Wilson, colored., wae arrestedlad night by Officers Hurley and
Sirrgery on the charge of carrying con
cealed weapons. He was found out
on Husbands street with the gun in
'his pocket.
Being Repaired.
The buggy of Detective Will Bakeris being repaired at the blacksmith
shop and will be finished within a day
or two. His fractiotie horse kicked
the shafts off teeeral nights ago
while he was not
Said He Was Robbed.
While still under the influence of
liquor, John Lowney, white, appeared
at the city hall yesterday and claimed
isonreone bed cut his potket and tak-
ne (see. -- 
-^•%1 !lot v,ive
I an inteltigent aceount of the affair,
'because of his condition, therefore
frothing could he done towards get-
ting any clues to wotic on.
BIG HAIM IS MADE.
Tfdeves Sack Department Store of F.
Frahm at Cloverport
Cloverport. Ky.. Nov. 2.--The de-
partment store of F. Fraize was
MN. 
Lemon Chill Tonic
IS A GENERAL TONIC.
A CERTAIN CHILL CURL.
A PURE BLOOD REMEDY.
WILL CURE NERVOUS TROU-
BLES AND WILL An:STORE THE
WEAK AND SICKLY TO PER,
FECT HEALTH,
FOR SALE AT ALL DRUG
STORES.
Vegetated
Calomel
NEVER GRIPES NOR SALI-
VATES. ALL DRUGGIST ioc.
It T. Hessig. M. D.
Residence.
Eighth and Jackson Streets.
Telephone 270.
on n r tor mix
.L.
BROOKHILL BUILDING,
TELEPHONE 444.
- - - 
--
broken into aid robbed Tuesday
night after midnight, nearly the whole
stock ct cloaks and overcoats being
taken. 1 he loss hrs not yet been
ascertained. Plciodhor.nds will arrive
from L,ouisville to track the thieves.'
111101r11
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JAKE SMITH SAYS THIS
ISN'T PLACE FOR LOAFING
EVERYBODY HE KNOWS IS TOO BUSY CHASING THE DOLLAR
—WILL RETURN TO EUROPE—CANT FIND ANYBODY
HERE TO LOAF WITH HIM—GOING WHERE THERE ARE
PLENTY OF GENTLEMEN OF INHERITED AND ACQUIRED
LEISURE.
(New York Telegram.)
Gen. Jacob Hurd Smith, better
• "known as "Hell Roaring Jake," who
gained fame in the Philippine Islands,
went abroad for a two years' stay af-
ter his retirement from the United
States army. He came back to Amer-
ica last June. He has besit visiting
all over the country, and now he is
• in New York on his way bask to Eu-
rope, because, he says he's a scientific
loafer now and he can't find any one
in the United States to loaf with.
When asked to explain, Gen. Smith
-said:
going to tell you a little story
which I've been telling my friends
when they ask me why I don't stay at
Ii ome.
I go and visit a friend in Chicago,
1 drop into his office in the middle
of the morning, because his office,
God knows, is the only place where
you're sure of fnding him.
"'Why, how do you do, Smith,'
says he, 'Bless your soul I'm glad
to See you Now sit right cbsvn. I've
got a great rush on this morning.
Freres' a paper. Just make yourself
comfortable will you, and we'll have a
great old visit in a few minutes.'
"Wle11, in about an hour I finish
the paper and I sit looking reproach-
fully at Oscar He sees me looking
up. The office boy has just dumped
down a basketful of papers before
'him.
"'Sorry as I can be, Jake,' saysbe, 'something new has come up.Wait half an hour, will you, and wellgo to lunch'
"I wait. We rush to a restaurant.He orders pork and beans, a piece ofpie, and a glass of millo I order agood lunch. At my time of life Iowe it to my stomach, and besidesI'm a loafer now. In ten minutes he'sthrough and I'm just started.
"'Excuse rue, won't you, Jake?' hesays. 'Got to rush back. Take yourtime and drift in on me again. I'mgoing to have more time this after-
• noon and we'll have a great talk.' Heis gone. I finish eating and loaf back.Oscar is talking at the telephone.
"'Dearborn 421,' says he. 'Yes, getit quick. Hlrillo, Jake! say old man,I'm awfully sorry, but there's a di-rectors' meeting in half an hour. I'vehad such a busy day. I'll tell youwhat to do. I'll give you a card to aman I know, and bell show you theMasonic Temple—Hello! Yes
--thisis Oscar.' (I say Masonic Temple,because we're playing this in Chica-go. When he's through telephoningbe scribbles some hieroglypics on acard.
• "Take that to the office of thetemple,' he says, 'and they will showyou a good time, and come back athalf past 4. I'll have a carriage here,and we'll take a long drive around thecity. You wouldn't know the place,it's growing so.'
"I go to the Masonic Temple. Theman in charge in polite and entertain-ing. lie shows me the lodge room,• the mystic shriner's room, and a viewof the city from the tower. I enjoyinyseW with him. Still, he isn't anold friend.
"At half past 4 I go
a carriage with a fine
outside Oscar's office.
terview the coachman.
"'Does Oscar have ato the office often?'
"'Oh, yes, sir,' he says. 'Every day,but he hardly ever uses it. Most gen-erally I keep waiting until 6 andbe comes out and says I can go andtell Mrs. Oscar he's busy and can'tIle home to dinner.'
"'Um
-hum,' says 1, and I walk inoa Oscar again.
"'Jake,' he says, 'this is about theworst run of ludo I ever had. There'sanother directors' meeting right awayA new matter came up in the trustconspany. You just bop iqto the car-riage and John will drive you around.He knows the city better than I everdreamed of knowing it. Tell him toland you at my house about 7 and,you and MoHie and I will have dinnertogether.' Mollie's his wife.
"The army in me kind of
right there.
"'Oscar,' I say. came to see youand not Chicago nor. John. I'm goingto go to a hotel. I'm going to puton my dinner clothes and I'm goingto dine with Mollie, whether you showup" or not. Miollie's probably naileddown where I can reach her.'
"I do as I say. Miollie is glad tosee me. I've known her ever since weused to dance together at army hops.We've been 'Mollie' and 'Jake' toeach other since before you wereborn, young man.
"We have a good time. At 7 we sitdown to dinner. Mollie explains thatit's never any use to wait for Oscar.Ile is so busy. After dinner I smokeand she embroiders and we both talk.Ten o'clock and no news from Oscar.I bid her good night and go bark tothe hotel.
"Mote for devilment than anything
else, I see Oscar again inthemorn-
ing.
"'By jove, I was mighty sorry
about yesterday,' says he, looking up
from the telephone. 'Don't know when
I've had such a day.'
"'Oscar,' I say, 'you aren't lying
to an old friend. You're just deceiv-
ing yourself. They're all busy days.
You're chasing the dollar, Oscar, un-
til your head's a money bag."
"That's the end of that visit. I
proceed to another town and dupli-
cate it.
"I'm a loafer. Who are my friends
in America? Busy lawyers, business
men, doctors, editors. My army
friends are mostly either buried be-
tween Chickamauga and Iloio or are
retired officers like myself hiking ov-
er the world trying to find some one
to loaf with. Lord, loafing is coming
to me. I earned it by forty-five bard
years in the army.
"In Paris last year I met Judge
Miaxie of San Antonio. Now, there
was a great, grand loafer—in Paris.
Nfly loafing was merely scientific. He
was positively artistic. We had six
bully weeks together—he, Mrs. Smith,
whom I am educating at doing noth-
ing, and I.
"On my swing west I came to San
Antonio and looked ,up Judge .Maxie.
He was trying a case. He sass • me en-
ter the courtroom, sent for me, and
had me up on the bench beside him.
I listened for two hours to a lot of
talk about rebates,
thing. At last, in a
ed to 'him:
• "'Judge, this lacks thrill and
citement on one hand, and on
other hand it is deficient in poise, re-pose and calm I'll not conceal itfrom you—I'm bored.'
'"Jake,' says he, 'this is the great-
est land the sun shines on, so long
as you keepoworking, but it's no at-
mosphere to loaf in.'
"So Mrs. Smith and I are goingback-lour a while to Europe, wherethere are plenty of other gentlemen
of inherited and acquired leisure,
whose only object in life is to loaf,
comfortably and serenely."
back. There's
team waiting
I stop and in-
I say.
carriage down
rises up
hogs, or some-
pause, I whisper-
ex-
the
ATTIRED IN MEN'S CLOTHES.
Woman Makes Her Way From Ne-
vada to Pennsylvania on Freights.
—
New York, Nov. 2.—After a three
months' journey across the continent
from Neva, during which she was
'attired in men's clothes, Mrs Mar-•
gssret Jenkins arrived here Tuesday,
says a dispatch to the Herald from
Wilkesbarre, Pa.
She was making her way by steal-ing rides on freight trains and was
bound for Lewiston, Pa.. 7-here she
has relatives. A Lehigh Valley rail-
road special officer saw her in a
freight car and arrested her. Not un-til she Was taken to the station housedid she reveal the fact that she was
a woman, and then she told a story
so pathetic that she was released.She said that eight years ago she
and her husband left Scranton forNevada, where they lived happily un-til three months ago, when he desert-
ed her Too proud to remain in thetown where she was known, but %pen-
miles^ and without friends to whom
she could appeal, she decided to makeher way east.
Finding that as a %Ionian even foodwas refused her and that work wasimpossible to obtain, she procuredmen's clothing, cut off her hair andresumed her journey eastward. HerSex was never discovered, nor wasshe arrested until she reached here.
SUNDAY LAWS
THEY ARE NOT PRACTICABLE
AND WILL NOT HURT
BUSINESS
Sabbath Is Heritage of American Cit-
izen, Says Dr. Edward
Thompson,
(Louisville Courier Journal.)
In his address urging the enforce-
ment of .the laws as they relate to
observance of Sunday, delivered ft the
mass-meeting at Warren Memorial
church yesterday afternoon, the Rev.
Dr, Edward Thompson, general man-
ager of the Sunday league of Amer-
ica, spoke of Sunday as a heritage of
the American citizen, quoted from the
constitution to prove his assertion and
told of the enforcement of the Sun-
day closing laws in New York City,
when Theodore Roosevelt was police
commissioner, in proof of his asser-
tions, that the enforcement of those
laws was not detrimental to the bus-iness of the city. 'Dr. Thompson de-livered three addresses yesterday—
one inthe morning at the Walnut-
street Baptist church, 1201 Third av-
enue and Broadway, and the third last
night at the •Walnut-street Methodist
church, Fifth and Walnut 'streets.
A large part of the time spent inpresenting his cause to the congrega-tions was consumed in securing sub-
scriptions to the several publicationspublished by the league Dr. Thomp-son represents. He is engaged in ad-dressing people in different parts ofthe country in a campaign of educa-tion. It is the aim of the league toget the people interested in the sob-ject of observance and enforcement ofthe Sunday civil laws, and the liter-ature dispersed by them is along theline of education. The league is de-voted to the enforcement of the civillaws, trusting the individual to ob-serve the religious 'aws.
Is American Institution.In his address Dr. Thompson ablyasserted that Sunday, in the sense ofSabbath, is an American institution.From the earliest times of the coun-try the day has been recognized asone that should be given over to restand worship, and all the early Ameri-can laws were made with that intent.George Washington was an uphohjerof the practice of observing the Sab-bath,. and others of the great Amer-icans have followed his lead.The excuse, Dr. Thompson said, forthe breaking of the ,aws of the Sab-bath is that America is a cosmopol-itan country and many of its inhab-hants are foreigners. Dr. Thompson,in refutation, produced 'figures toshow that at least two-thirds of thepopulation were American-born andthat only the other third was foreign-born. He asked if America is goingto submit to be ruled as to its ob-servance of Sunday by the small partof the population.
"Shame on the native-born son ofour country if he is a foreigner," saidhe. "If he is against the laws and theenforcement of them he is as much aforeioner as one born across the sea "
MISS ROOSEVELT'S
PRESENTS ARRIVE.
„
Two Dozen Trunks and Boxes to Be
Weeded Out Some.
Washington, Nov. 1.—The first
consignment of Miss Alice Roose-
velt's presents and souvenirs fromthe orient were received at theGeorgetown customs house yester-day. It consists of two dozen trunks,boxes and packages, containing pres-
ents for her and in some instancesfor her traveling companions.
They came in bond 'and were placedin a room to wait inspection fromthe White House before appraisedfor duty, Miss Roosevelt already isin possession of a few of her gifts
and souvenirs at the White House,those that were conveyed in her trav-
eling trunks and hand luggage hav-ing been unpacked
EDGAR1W: WHITTEMORE,
REAL ESTATE AGENCY
PADUCAH REAL EST/' T. WESTERN KENTUCKY ?ARMJ EAWfMONTHLY PAYMENT LOTS FOR INVESTMENT. VNKENTUCKY REAL ESTATE JOURNAL AND, PRICE USTFREE TO EVERYBODY. SEND FOR IT.
IEDG a R w. Pa.dutJah. fin
NEW GOODS
FOR
Fall and Winter
HAVE ARKVED
An elegant line of imported cloths
and suitings for Fall and Winter.
Make your selections now and
avoid the rush.
DICKE dib BLACK
MERCHANT TAILORS
516 Broadway, Opp. Fraternity Bid.
Special to Farmers
We are preparing to advertise is
the Northwest, and if you want to
sell your farm, list it with us and we
think we can sell it for you. Try us.
S. T. R.ANDLE
Manager Real Estate Department,
Mechanics' & Farmers' Savings Rank,
Room 3. Amer.-Gee. Nat. Bmsk.
TAKE NO SUBSTITUTE
SCOTT BROS. & CO.'S
BRAT=
CELE,
Iigh
Life flour
WHEN YOU WANT THE BUT.
Sunday Laws Practicable.Thc Sunday laws, he said, ace prac-ticable. He spoke at length of theexperiment in New York city at thetime Roosevelt was police. commis-
sioner. When it became known to theparty !eiders that the bipartisan po-lice board ras going to attempt the
enforcement of the Sunday laws ofthe !tate, they, by every means intheir power, tried to dissuade themThe hoard, however, went ahead andenforced the laws.
The result Dr. Thompson asserted,showed conclusively that the lawscould be enforced, and enforced rig-orously, without any detrimental ef-fect to the business of the city. NewYork's business, Dr. Thompson show-ed. Was equal to that of the large partof the rest of the country, and in thepttriod that the laws were enforcedactually increased. The business notonly increased, but more than keptpace with the growth of the city. Thebusiness of the saloons, Dr. Thomp-son admitted, was hurt, but he refract-ed that as a benefit rather than anevil. and asserted 'that it was offsetby the increase in other lines.Dr. Thompson will be in Louisvilleall day today. He has delivered ad-dreSses on the same lines in the citytwice before and expects to return atSOrte future time and organize a localcommittee of the league when the in-terest in the cause will have advancedto that stage. The Rev. Dr. T. T.Faton r.nd the Rev. V. W. Dorris aregeneral directors of the Sundayleague of America for the state ofKentucky.
Union Opposed.
Hopkinsville, Ky., Nov. 2.—Theannual session of the CumberlandPresbyterian Church Synod of Ken-tucky has just closed at Greenvilleand wilt elect here next year. Muchopposition developed to the propostedunion of the Northern and Southernchurches.
HORNS SCREWED INTO HEAD
Wild Mn Becomes Scared and Runs
from Doctors.
Springfield, , Nov. 2.--A negro"wild man" ()prated on at the hospi-tal here had a silver plate stink intothe skull, to which horns werescrewed and boar tusks sunk intohis jaws. He says that he was madeup by Georgia doctors for exhibitionpurposes, but became frightened anddecamped because he was afraid Ilewould be killed.
Dr- Stamper,
Dentist.
Office over Lendler & Lydon.
saq Broadway.
W. Mike Oliver. Geo. W. Oliver.Benton, Ky. Paducah, Ky.
noel B. McGregory,
Benton, Ky.
OLIVER, OLIVER
& McGREGOR
LAWYERS
Dr. Childress
OFFICES: Benton, Ky., rear bank
Marshall County; Paducah, Ky.,
. Room 114 Fraternity Building.Now Phone sta. Old Phone 305.
EYE, EAR, NOSE ANL THROAT
Office and Residence, Rooms 3 and 4.
Columbia Building.
Pbon zoo /lad.
Paducah
Steam Dye Works
NOTICE OF
CHARTER RE-EXTENSION.
If you want your clothes clamed,
dyed or repaired, take them to K. C.
Rose 339 floe& Third Street. I have
the nicest line ci samples for tints
in the city. Snits made to order.
TREASURY DEPARTMENT.Office of Comptroller of the Currency.
S. W. Arnold
Tim real estate agents, ben It pee
worth of city property for el" andthirty-five farms; also three safes.Houma for rent.
Telephooe. old. MISS.
0. D. Schmidt
Architect and iliaperinten•rat.
4oi Frateniity Building.
Old Phone pi Red; New none
Paducah, Kentucky.
Washington, D. C., Oct. to, 1905.
WHEREAS, by satisfactory evidencepresented' to the undersigned it hasbeen made to appear that "The Pirtt
National Bank of Paducah," locatedin the City of Paducah, in the Coun-
ty of McCracken ant" State of Ken-
tucky, has complied with all the pro-
visions a the Act of Congress "to en-
able National Banking Associations
to extend their corporate existence,
and for other purposes" approved July
12, 1882, as amended by the Act ap-
proved April 12, 1902;
NOW, THEREFORE, I, Williant
E*. Ridgely, Comptroller of the Cur-
rency, do hereby certify that "The
First National Bank of Paducah," lo-
cated in the City of Paducah, in the
County of McCracken and State of
Kentucky, is authorized to have suc-
cession for the period specified in its
amended articles of association; name-ly, until close of business on October
10, 1925.
In testimony whereof witness myhand and seals of office this Tenth day
of October, 1905.
(SEAL.) WM. B. RIDGELY,
Comptroller of the Currency.
Charter No. 1599. Extension No. 932.
iluBscribe For The Register.
Taylor & Lucas,
LAWYERS.
1IEIJN
St. Louis and Tennessee River Pack-
et company—the cheapest and best
excursion out of Paducah.
$8.00 for the Round
Trip to 1 ennessee river
and return.
It is i trip of pIe0111 tesdaiand rest; good service, rod labialgood rooms, etc. Boats leave eachWednesday and Saturday at 5 p. m.For other information apply -to •jamRoger, superintendent; Frank L.Brown, agamt.
— —
J. K. HENDRICK. J. G. MILLER
WM. MARBLE.
Hendrick, Miller
and Marble.
LAWYERS
Rooms r, a and 3 Register Build..
hug, 533 I -a Broadway.
Practice in an the courts of the
state. Both phones sz.
Both Phones 695—Rooms 303 and so4
•
Fraterity
ALBEN W. BARKLEY,
Attorney-at-Law,
Room No. 5. Columbia Building.
i••••=lms, 
NOTICE/
 
•
Highest price paid for secosi-hand
ZtoN2es ar2d
FLutrzitUrre.
Buy anything and sell everything.eitt-eao Court stmt. Old phone 13*
Clem Fransioli.
Moving wagon in connection.
e. H. PURYEAR,
ATTOR NE Y-AT-LAW,
Rooms s
 
and 6 Register Building,
533 1-5 Broadway, Patheafk, fry.
New Phone 490.
SPECIALTIICS:
Abstracting of 'Them.
Iallalraftee, Corporation
Real Baste Law.
and
7. B. harrison,
CITY ATTORNEY
Attorney-at-Law.
Rome 13 and :4 Columbia Building.
Old Phone top.
FLOURNOY & REED
LA WYE RS
Rooms to, ti and is, Columbia Bldg.
PADUCAH, KY.
J. C. Flournoy Cecil Reed
Dr. B. T. Hall
Office with Drs. Rivers & Rivers. see
Nort hFifth, Both Phone 3ss.
Residence 1042 Clay, Old Phone z6gs
Dr. B. B. Griffith
TRUEHEART BUILDING.
Both phone s88 at the office, both iphones 240 at residenc. Office hours7 to 9 a. m.; i to 3 p. m., 7 to g p. 111.
11.1.
OFFICE
Residence
Rivers,M.
fait NORTH FIFTH
TELEPHONES
290 Office
D.
'53
i..._
•
General
Office
D. 0. u'ARKLII
ATTORNEY-AT-LAW,
PADUCAH. KY.
Practice.
aoll-ato Fraternity Building.
also Park Bld'g, Mayfieki Ky.
... 
—
A. S. DAI3NEY,
--DE NTIS T—
TrueHeart Building.
DR. ROBT. J. RIVERS
tso NORTH FIFTH STREET
Both Phases 355
Office henra 8 to TO a. en., I to 3
p. tn. and 7 to 9 Q. na.
Subecribe for TEE REGISTER.
R. T. LIGHTFOOT,
—LAWYER—
Ill in all courts of Ken.
tucky and Illinois.
D. Sidney Smith]
DENTIST.
Office over Globe Bank and Trust
Co., 3o6 Broadway.
Office,
DR. W. C. EUBANKS.
(Homeopathist)
306 Broadway—Phone 110,
Residence, 819 Broadway.
Phone 149.
Office phone asi, Residence phone 474
Vernon Blythe
PHYSICIAN AND SURGEON.
Rooms 204-6 Fraternity Building.
Dr. J. T. GILBERT
OSTEOPATHIC PHYSICIAN
Phone IA 400 1-2 Broadway,e , 
PADUCAH, KY.ft •
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S_ THE PRESS ON CURRENT EVENTS CHANGE MIND;
Passing of Evil Days.
(St. I.ouis Republic.)
Grover Ceselaud's warning against
the debasing chase for pelf comes
with peculiar force at this time. In 'his
most vigorous and impressive style
we have here the ex-president's un-
assailable views on the.,
revelations that in the .last year or
two have startled' the American peo-
ple out of the moral apathy of years.
• "We have fallen upon evil days,"
said Mr. Cleveland, 'when our people
are more than ever turning away from
the old faith in the saving grace of
ettaracter-ated-Itatittigattiarbe
of money-making idols. Daily andhourly, in the light of investigation
and exposure, characterless lives are
seen in appalling numbers, without
chain or compass, crowded upon _the
sartveksalltteasbaaaTi RaTalffiTiasness andbreach of trust. How ill have these
wrecked lives exchanged the safe
course and harbor of honor and use-fulness for a wild and headlong rush
over unknown seas in a consuming
search for pelf."
Since time began the struggle be-tween the idealistic and the material-istic in men and nations has wagedwithout ceasing. But today, as Mr.Cleveland so impressively puts'it, thecombat is fiercer than ever before,
more than ever before, indeed, do thepeople seem to have turned away from
"the old faith in the saving grace ofcharacter" and to have abandoned
"the safe comae and harbor of honorand usefulness for the wild and head-long rash over unknown seas in aconsuming search for pelf."In a thousand and one ways is thetruthfulness of M. Cleveland's utter-ances being' brought home to theAmerican people. The almost for-gotten axiom that in doing right aloneis true happiness to be found has beenrevived and is being reiterated almostas a newly
-discovered truth from athousand pinnacles of oratory. Theeternal verity of the law that sawnmust reap what he sows and can reapnothing else is being realized for thefirst time by scores of votariet offrenzied finance, by hundreds of wor-shipers of money
-making idols.Exposed of criminal greed, crimina)iedifference to responsibility, criminalcontempt of law, is coming from litefeer quarters of the country. Thatthere is an awakened public con-science none may gainsay. That thereis a healthy national nausea for theorder of things that has sadly existedwithout let or hindrance for so manyyears, he who runs may read. Menlike Folk :rid Jerome, preaching adoctrine of, honesty in public serviceand honer in politics, have been push-ed to the front. Man like Rockefellerand Rogers. *tending for the moneyia
'41
their cenntry as well as their own fairfame as 1 people is in jeopardy standsas clear as the handwriting on thewall Ow startled the ancient Baby-lonians
Mr. C'eveland might have gone abit Soother in his Nebraska Cityspeech He might have added thatthe very fact that so many charact-less
 lives are being exposed augurswell for the future; that the era ofbetter. truer and nobler things is be-ing born, while the nation standsaghast at the baser things revealed,aria that the ideals of honest Amer-icanism, long crushed beneath thefeet of thousands in the "wild andheaalone rush for pelf," are risingnitre/bent from the dust.
A King for Norway. •
(Nashville
 
Reemv. ) 
The people of Norway, like thefrogs in the fable, are determined tohave a king. They appear to be get-ting along fairly well without anyroyal appendage to their governmentand there is a large party in the coun-try which favors a republic, but the• majority have a conservative attache iment to tradition and usage, and con-sider that a king is necessary to thenational happiness. In fact, the con-stitution which has existed since 1814,and whit}, was changed by the separa-tion from Sweden, provides for aking, and there could be no republicwithout a fundamental change.The offer of the throne to a princeof the liaise of Bernadotte was prob-ably intended more as a salve to thewounded feelings of King Oscar thanan earnest proffer of the crown. Itwas considered, probably, a courtesydue the former sovereign who bad solong ruled. Norway in unison WithSweden, and was made with the full
'understanding that it would be re- 1jected In selecting a Danish princethe Norwegians will return to that
dynasty which, for four centuries, fur-
:abed the kings that ruled over both
Norway and Denmark.
By the treaty of Kiel, January 141814, Norway was ceded to the King
of Sweden by the King of Denmark,
but the Norwegian people did not
recognize the cession and declared
e ves in epen ent. A constitu-
tional assembly met, adopted a con-
stitution and elected Prince Christian
Frederick of Denmark laing of Nair-
way. Swedish troops entered' Nor-
way and the outside European pow-
ers refused to acknowledge the new-
king.- -This- stateenra affairs
led to a compromise. The independ-
ence of Norway was acknowledged,but the union with Sweden was pro-
claimed and the King of Sweden
elected King of Norway Since the
-anion- hes -been- atinstavectstfiltallailia
that Norway should prefer a Danish
prince for her king.
Christian, Count of Oldenberg, be-
came King of Denmark and Norwayin 1448. In his family the royal dig-
nity remained up to the date of the
cession of Norway to Sweden, and in
Denmark until 186.3. Then the direct
male line of the House of Oldenberg
became extinct, and through the in-
tervention of the great peewees PrinceChristian of Schleswig-Holstein was
made King of Denmark, and/ still
rules. But King Christian was mar-
ried to a granddaughter of one of hispredecessors of the Molise of Oldetberg, and therefore the Danish prince,
Whom the Norwegians will ask to be-
come their king is of the ancient lin-
eage of their former rulers.
But while Norway is insistent on
having a king, he will be' more for
ornament than far practical use. He
can veto laws passed by the Smyth-ing, but only for a limited period Af-
ter the third passage of the bill itbecomes a law without regard to the
king's wishes, and the original vetois usually exercised through the king's
ministers, and not in person. The
ministers resign when overruled. 'Al-
most any young man of pleasing ad-dress and cultured in the ways ofgood society would make a suitableking in a country like Norway. Be-ing king renuires more knowledge of
court etinuette than etateeraft. Of
course the r val bland is considered
an indispensable desideratum, but
should some polite, capable and ad-
venturous youth, such as Anthony
Hope hag told about in his Zenda
stories, be substituted for the pence,it is intended to elect King of Nor-
way. the Norwegians, not knowinghis meltingly origin, would be entire-
ly happy,
Germany's Isojation.
(Cairo Bulletin.)
'Keep four tiowder dry and Yourgreed and the money worship, are be. swords whetted-
 is Emperor Wil-ing pushed from the pedestals on ham's injunction to his generals. Thiswhich they were placed by a moner.! is interpreted to nwan that Germanyman generation and are being weigh-1 is assuming a warlike attitude. Con-ed in a balance as inexorable
 as fate.! sidered with other recent' utterancesMen like McCall and McCurdy arc be.; of the emperor, it is believed to inali-ing forced upon the rack of public cate that he sees danger of a clashinquisition. The people are listening with other European powers at noto the words of men like Cleveland distant date. There is little doubtand Roof evele, counseling them to do that Germany, Great Britain andbetter things to more noble live., to France were, much nearer to hostili-truer and more honorable conceptions
 
ties than the world was aware duringof atty and responsibility. the controversy over Morocco ButThat we have reached a crisis in ' there is nothing alarming in the war-our career as a nation is patent to all like speeches of Germany's ruler. InTeat the turning point is now beinalaome quarters it may be regarded aspassed 3nd that the descendants of a bluff. It is perhaps to a very greatthe Peirrivis and the Hugenots, the extent the result of pique. GernianYNIpioneers and the men of Bare awakening from the morai leth- 
pcisition as a world paeeee has notanker Phil, 
arpv years to a realization that 
been improved by recent events.
Nothing that has occurred in inter-
national affairs during the last few
months can give any conifort-to the
ambitioire emperor. He has seen his
friend, the Czar, tompelled to make
a peace that destroase Russian power
In the Orient. France and England
have reached. such an understanding
as to make it impossib'e for him to
longer bully the French. The closer
alliance between alipan and Great
Britain nips in the bud any plans he
may have had for extending German
influence in Asia.
In other words the isolation of
Germany has been accomplished. In
no quarter can she look for sincere
friendship save in tottering Russia.
The emperor is too shrewd an ob-
server. with too keen an nralierstand-
ing of the significance of events, to
fail to realize his position. These
warlike speeches are abundant evi-
dences of his disappointment and ir-
ritation.
JUDGE OVERRULED DEMUR-
RER AND THEN CHANGED
HIS MIND.
John Sarles' Case Now Has to Be
Amended as Regards Petition
Before 
 
Trial Ociniea 
HOD. John K. Hendrick returned
yesterday morning from Gokoncla,
all., *here he had' been on bu5iness
connected with the big $25,000 dam-
age of J. A. Sarles againet the Il-linois Central railroad. He represents
the plaintiff, who asks for damages
on account of injuries received byfalling from the roof of the water
tank at Cecilia, on the Louisville di-
vision of the !oasis__
It was thought the suit would go
to trial,Wednesday, but the judge re-
considered his former action of over-
ruling the demurrer entered by de-fendant to the petition.
Last week one day the road enter-
ed a demurrer to the petition, and
Judge Hendrick went up to Golconda
and argued for the plaintiff, showing
convincing grounds why the demur-
rer shoukl not be considered. The
court overruled the demurrer and set
the litigation for trial last Wednesday
at which time Colonel Hendick wentbed( to represent the plaintiff. When
'he reached there though he found thejudge had reconsidered his action of
overruling the demurrer. The judgethen sustained the demurrer, but gavethe plaintiff's lawyers the right to
amend their petition so as to coverthe ground attacked in the demurrer.Now Mr. Hendrick will have to goback next week at which time the
original petition and amended docu-
ments come up for hearing and the
matter goes to trial.
Sarles was employed as painter bythe road, ami while painting the roof
of the Cecilia water tank, he slipped
and fell thirty feet, badly hurtinghimself.
How Will You Vote?
(Owensboro Inquirer.)
The se-called Australian ballot sys-
tem is a truly Kentucky system. It
recognises the sacredness as well as
the secrecy of the ballot. It leaves
voting to a man's self, to his con-
science and his God. It shields him
from temptation as well as from dom-
ination. It may have made a few
Kentucky counties Republican, but it
has also made many towns in Massa-
chessetts and Connecticut and Rhode
Island and elsewhere, that were hope-
lessly Republican, Democratic. It
has freed men, white men, from bond-
age of several kinds that was exact-ing and autocratic.
Here in Kentucky there is no de-
sire to return to the old way except
among the clique politicians. Thepeople want no more of the old way.Let them be snre to vote against a re-turn to it.
Subscribe for The Register.
BALKS AT X-RAY INSPECTION
Chance to Marry Mayor of Wash.,
Lost by Woman.
Seattle, Wash., Nov. 2.—Because
she refused to let him inspect herkings by means of the X-ray in ahernetfor suspected tuberculosis germsJames E. Zook, mayor of Ballard,broke his engagement with MissRosena E. Grover and has been suedby that young woman for $25.000damages for breach of promise. Whenthe two appeared in the superior courttoday Zook was crisply informed byJudge Albertson that juitice andscience did not atelays run hand inhand; that affairs of the heart havenot yet been placed by law in therealm of physiology.
The X-ray machine will not, there-fore, be permitted to serve as a gaugeor Miss Grover's distressed affec-tions.
NORWEGIAN INDEPENDENCE,
READY FOR ALL
PROSECUTIONS.
In Insurance Cases is Attorney Jer-
ome—No Entangling Alliances.
New York, Nov. 1.—Further prom-
ises to prosecute persons shown to
'be guilty of crimes by the revelations
in life insurance affairs are now being
made by the New York legislative
committee were made yesterday by
erome.
The promises were made in reply to
the construction which ,his rival for
office, Jarnes W. Osborne, put on Mr,
Jerome's recent statement that if re-
elected 'he would employ Chas. E.
Hughes( now counsel for the investi-
gating
 
cammitteae eon:Ince- t
prosecution of insurance offenders.
Mr. Osborn asked Mr. Jerome if he
wanted to use Mr. Hughes in order to
shirk the conduct of these prosecu-
tions himself. Mr. Jerome said to
"I have felt a!! along in regard tothoae insurance matters that erleeeshad been committed, and that thepersons guilty of these crimes mustbe prosecuted, and it is my intention,
as I have said on several occasions,to prosecute to the bitter end everyperson connected with these insurancematters against whom it is possible toobtain evidence showing the commis-sion of a criminal offense.("If elected, in such prosecutions Ishall avail myself, without reserve, ofevery aid and assistance that I canobtain fraim any quarter. I have ab-solutely no re'ations to anybody inany connected with these insurancetroubles that would hamper or em-barrass me in the slightest degree inthe prosecution of those who havecommatea a crime."
IT'S UP TO CASTRO.,
Next Twenty
-Four Hours Will De-termine France's Action,
Wa,hington, Nov. 1.—The nexttwenty
-fain hours will determinewhether Casaro shall apologize toFrance for the severance of relations
with M. Taigny, the French charged'affai'ss in Caracas, or whether theFrench fleet, assembling at Martin-ique, shall be ordered to make a dem-
onatration in Venezuelan waters. Itis the 'confident expectation of the
authorities here that a peaceful set-tlement of the dispute will be arrang-
ed. 
.Secretary Root has been acting inthe role of mediator in a manner thathas won the sympathy of Castro andthe approval of the French govern-
ment. He has induced France to tonedown the terms of the demands whichit made upon the Venezuelan presi-dent. 
o
When the difficulty is adjusted itis paohable th-at N. Taigny will begranted a leave o? absence, bat the
French authorities will not approve
Ian application for leave of absence if
I there exists in Venezuela a disposi-tion to interpret his departure as a
sign of weakness.
Has Been Recognized by UnitedStates and Other Countries.
?-' Christiana, Nov. a—The Unite 'aStates Russia, Great Britain, Italy,1Switzerland and Brazil have alreadydeclared their readiness to enter intoofficial relations with Norway in replyto Foreign Minister Loveland's noti-fieation sent out to all the powersafter King Oscar's abdicat'on fromthe Norwegian throne was to openthe usual diplomatic relations withthem. The replies are couched in themost courteous terms and some ofthem are accompanied by a cordialwelcome of Norway into the ranks ofthe fttlly independent nations.
IBSEN STRICKEN HELPLESS
Norwegian bramatist Is Feeble andUnable to Move.
-
-
Copenhagen, Nor. 2—Henrik Ib-sen, the Norwegian dramatist, is pro-nounced to be suffering from arterialsclerosis. Hie is very feeble and un-able to move, but is mentally bright.
OPPOSES PROPOSED
RATE REGULATION.
Chamber of Commerce of Clarksville
Adopts Resolutions.
,••••••iisst-••••••••...._.•••••••• •
Illinois Central Railroad
TIME TABLES
Corrected Aug. 22nd, reps.
South Bound 
Leave Cincinnati 
 
Leave o
Leave Owe.nsboro 
Leave Horse Branch 
Leave Central City 
Leave Nortonville 
Leave Evansville 
Leave Hopkinsville 
Leave Princeton ......
Arrive Pitt:kali-
Leave Paducah 
Arrive Fulton 
Arrive Gibbs. Tenn. 
Arrive Rives 
Arriveir iiiakmphis
Arrive New Orleans 
No. tor
8:20 am.
.20 p.m.
3:40 P.m.
3:55 P.m.
4:37 lam.
• • • • • • • •
. .
5.12.5. ;am_
6:40 p.m.
6:45 p.m. 3:45
7:55 lam- 4:50
8:31 p.m. 5:17
8:39 pan. 5:23 a.m.
No. na3
6:oo p.m.
9:40 pm-717
6:30 p.m.
12:o8 aim.
1:03 a.M.
1%40 a.m.
.4:40 p.m.
aseee---aano-
3:40 a.m.
a.m.
a.M.
a.m.
10:30 p.m 8:15 am.
11:00 a.tn. 8:15 p.m.
No. 121
7:25a.m.
a :osa.m.
12:30p.m.
8:3oa.m.
:aoa.m.
215p.m.
4:zsp.m.
420p.M.
6:oop.m.
8:3op.m.
North Bound. NO. 102 N. 104 No. 122Leave New Orleans 
 7:10 p.m. 9:15 a.m.Leave Memphis 
 6:5o a.m. 8:50 p.m.Leave Jackson, Tenn tcrto pinLeave Rives 
 9:42 a.m. 1,1:58 p.m.Leave Gibbs 
 9:48 a.m. 9:15 lam•Leave Fulton 
 10:10 a.m. 12:35 a.m. 6:ooa.rn.Arrive Paducah 
 it :2o a.m. 1:43 a.m. 7:4011-111-Leave Paducah 
 11:25 a.m. 1:48 a.m. 7:50aXn.Arrive Princeton 
 12:39 p.m. 3:01 a m. 9:29a-m-Arrive Hopkinsville 
 3:50 em. 9:40 a.m.Arrive Evansville 
 6:25 p.m. 9:45 am.Arrive Nortonville 
 1:28 p.m. 3:51 am. 10:35a.m.-Arrive Central City 
 2:05 p.m. 4:30 a.m. II:301.M.Arrive Horse Branch 
 3:00 p.m. 5:13 a.m. 12:55p.neArrive Owensboro 
 4:55 pan. 8:15 a.m. 4:55PalaArrive Louisville 
 5:35 13-aa 7:50 a.m. 4:55P•m•Arrive Cincinnati 
 9:15 p.m II:55 a.m.
ST.
(North Round.)
No. ao6.
Lv. Paducah.... 12:40p.m.
Ar. Carbondale.. 4:25P-m-Ar. Chicago 
 5:30a.rn.
Ar. St. Louis 
 8:o5p.m.
Clarksville, Tenn., Nov. i —At a
special meeting of the board of direct-
ors of the chamber of commerce a
number of important matters were
taken up, among them being a move-
ment to exempt newly-established
manufactoriee from state taxes for aperiod of years. Secretary Burks wasInstructed to correspond with the
various comtnercial bodies of the
state and suggest the calling of a con-
vention to meet in Nashville orClarksville at an early date for theconsideration of means to bring abcrutthe necessary legislation.
A resolution was passed opposingthe proposition to empower the in-terstate commerce commission to es-tablish new rates where existing ratesdo not meet its approval.. The oppo-sition was based on the belief that nocommission can eaftly be trusted withsuch general rate
-making power.Plans were put on foot for the es-tablishment of a mattress factory, a*umber having already expressed awillingness to subscribe for stock.
"DEATH VALLEY SCOTTY"
FATALLY INJUREDLos Angeles. Cal, Nov, 1.—"Deatheaceiley Stotty,a the millionaire goldminer, a-ho recently made a record'.breaking run across the continent toallow the American people what !Teedreally means, will, never live, it is be-lieved, to make his proposed runagainst the schedule of the Harrimanspecial, which he permitted to do inthe near future.
Scotty was probably fatally injuredMonday night in an automobile wreckin the suburbs of this city. He wastrying to break, the local auto recordwhen his machine got away from him,and he was hurled to the street. Hishark was broken and the attendingphysician sari that the injury is al-'most necessarily fatal.
PUBLIC DEBT IS LARGER.
Washington, Nov. 2.—The monthlystatement of the public debt showsthat at the close of business Oct. 31,1905, the debt, less cash in the treas-ury, &MAMA erl to $1,002.646,125, whichis an increase for the month of $6,-1368,116. Thie increase is largely ac-counted for by the decrease in theamount of cash on hand due to in-creased expenditures.
WHOLE TOWN UP IN SMOKE.
'Pine Grove, West. Virginia,Quarter of a Million.
LOUIS DIVISION.
(South Bound.)
No. 374. No. 305.
412oPan. Lv. St. Louis.... 7:451.m.8:40pan. Lv. Chicago.... 2:50a.m.8 Lv. Carbondale . :40a.m.
7:08a.m. Ar. Paducah.... 3:35pare
CAIRO-HOPKINSVILLE
(North Bound.)
to1-8o1 135-835Lv. Hopkinsville :20a.M. 6:4oa m. Lei. Chicago....Lv. Princeton.. 2:35p.m. 7 :45a.m. lay. St. Louis ..Ar. Paducah.... sasp.m. 9:25a.m. Lv. Cairo.......Lv. Paducah.... 7:oop.m. 9o30a.rn. As. Paducah....Ar. Cairo 
 
8:35p.m. It:loam. Lv. Paducah....Ar. St. Iaouis 
 7:o8a.ire 5:00p.m. Ar. Princeton ..kr. Chicago 
 8:05a-m. 9:30pm Ar. Hopkinsville
LINE.
(south Bound.)
122-822
6:2op.m.
9:401,
 
m•
6 saoa.m.
7 ataalla
7 :5oa.m.
9:29a•m•
No. 375.
9 :49P.m.
6:2op.m.
a:1)51.m.
I I ooarit.
1361836
9 :4511•111-
2:15p.m.
6:20p.M.
8:rop.m.
finspan.
9:50P.131.
It :oop.m.
Trains.tuarked thus Oa run dsily except Sunday. All other trains rundaily. Trains 103 and 104 carry through sleepers between Cincinnati,Memphis and New Orleans; trains tot and 102 sleepers between Louisville,Memphis and New Orleans, Trains 881 and 8a2 sleepers between Paducaband St. Louis. For further infortnaton, address
J. T. DONOVAN, General Agent, Paducah, Ky.GEO. C. WARFIELD, Ticket Agent, Paducah, Ky.F. W. HARLOW, D. P. A., Louisville, Ky.JOHN. A. SCOTT, A. G. P. A., Memphis, Tenn.S. G. HATCH, G. P. A., Chicago, Ill.
C. C. leCARTY, D. P. A.. St. Louis, Mo.
Special Sale
On Wall Paper.
Parkersburg ,W. Va., Nov. 1.—Thelittle oil town of Pine Grove in Wet-zel county was destroyed by fire yes-terday. Starting with a natural gasexplosion in the Pine Grove hotelabout 1 o'clock, it burned everythingbefore it for several hours and theentire business portion of the town isin ashes. Dynamite was finally usedto stop the flames, a building in theheart of the fire being blown up. Theloss will reach a quarter of a milliondollars. The Pine Grove hotel, theCorninerchil hotel, the Methodistchuurch (almost new), the Pine Grovebank, the Mkngan block covering'hallf a square, the livery stable, inwhich twenty horses were burned,eight stores and about a dozen resi-dences were destroyed.
A Mystery Explained.(Cairo Citizen.)
It takes alb kinds of people to makea world. That explains why some ofthe people you know are permittedSubscribe for The Register.to live.
3
THE GREATEST BARGAINS IN WALL PAPER THAT HAS
EVZR BEEN OFFERED TO THE TUBLIC. YOU CAN PAPER
A ROOM, SIDE WALL, CEILING AND BORDER TO MATCH
FOR THE srALL sula OF ONLY 63 CENTS. NICE PLAIN FLO-
RAL DESIGNS THAT OTHERS AR?. SELLING AT 6 CENTS ?ER
ROLL, WE WILL SELL YOU AT ONLY 11/sc PER SINGLE ROLL,
OR 3 CENTS PER DOUBLE ROLL, ALL NEW AND BEAUTIFUL
DESIGNS. ALSO NICE HANDSOME DESIGNS AT 5c, toe, x5c, 20C
AND UP TO $3.00 PER SINGLE ROLL, ALL KINDS, ALL PRICES
TO SUIT THE PEOPLE. NEW PA NELL FFFECT, INGRATN3
DESIGNS IN CORNICE AND—EVERY CONSIEVa.:ABaoe
OR AND LOVELY AFFRINGaiD BORDERS TO MATCH. ALL
COLORS IN BURLAPS.. .ALSO HANDSOME WOOD EFFECIS IN
JAPANESE FIBRE, ALL COLORS. THE VERY LATEST DE-
SIGNS IN ALL NEW PAPERS. WE ALSO CARRY A FULL LINE
OF BEADING% ROOM MOULDING, PICTURE FRAMES, WIN-
DOW SHADES, CANVAS, TACKS,AND
 
BUILDING AN DROOPING
AFR-RA. ,ALL AND SEE OUR NICE LINE OF SAMPLES AND
BE CONVINCED THAT WE WILL TREAT YOU RIGHT AND
GIVE YOU THE BEST VALUES FOR THE MONEY.
. C. LEE
Corner 3rd & Kentucky Ave
tindertakers and Embalmers,
i.o SOUTH THIRD ST, PADUCAH, I%
MAIM, LIM & CO.
 AsionOMI
•
Subscribe for The Register
wee"
' ajmilmaimiftwiiiii immommoimosamalanenamosso
BILIOUS!
TAKE A
BILE CAPSULE.
I MANUFACTURED ONLY AT
MfrocRsoNs
DRUG STORE.
Friday Morning, Nov. 3, 5905.
LOCAL NEWS
-Mr. Edward Griffith has received
word ftoial Clinton that his brother
sRobert/is dying of fever.
Win. Osborne is confined at his
home on South Third, as result of
injuries received on his back by fall-
ing from a street car he was repair-
at the car bar'. on West Broad-
dray.
N. number Icolored children cut?in Worten's a tion are suffering
from a peculiar disease; which the
doctors cannotAttermine whether it
is scarlet feveronr German measles.
Abort ,fty are ailiing, but it is tpild
in every instance.
--Mrs. John Watts is quite ill at
114r home on North Fourteenth
*tree t.
-The son of Zahn Elder, of Goebel
avenue, is suffenng from a big gash
Itn his ivtuel, caused by falling off the
porch. •
-The ;high school pupils at the
tWashington building are preparing to
..illiganize a gleetlub. The high school
*Mihail team expects to hear today
whether the Cairo scboch learn can
come here tomorrow and play a
lankth game.
. 
-Bishop Witham Wallace Duncan,
!la Spartanburg, -S. C., presides over
11106 Memphis conference which meetsit Mayfield Nov. 15. It is probable
lime bishop will come here Sunday
after next and preach at the B d-
way Methodist church, before goi
Mayfieki to start the conference.
Principals Met
Yesterday afternoon the principals
of the different buildings held a meet-
ing with Superintendent Lieb at the
Washington building on West Broad-
way. The principals hold meetings
after school htnirs,r every Friday
afternoon with the superintendent for
the purpose of talking over the workfor the ensuing year. These meetings
On the last week of school in each
month, though are held on Thursday
afternoons, because the last Friday
alternoon of the, scholastic month, theprincipals after study hours have tobe at their respective buildings and
receive the monthly reports from
each teacher under his charge. These
reports the principals turn over tothe superintendent who in that man-
', Iter gets his daieforthemanthls busi-
_-
SMALL BUSINESS.
Daa Deed Filed and One License Is-
sued brCounty Clerk.
r• land lying out in the county hasbeen transferred by Thomas J. Ried
• to J. M. Finley !or j,oN. and the deed
• filed for retold yeattarday with the
unty clerk.
county clerk issued a marriageilteneart to C. Danier, aged 33, andQuinceyIhII,tied 39, both of Wood
.ville
You are cordially invited to attenda free lecture on Christian Science byJudge William C Ewing, M Chicarese
' Ill. Members of the board of le-to
-Avreshio of the First Church of ChristScienti,t in Roston, Mast., at TheKentucky, Sunday, Nov. 5, p. m.Ns collection.
ABOUT THE PEOPLE
Mrs. Amanda Wilhelm left yester-
day for Nashville, Tenn., to attend
the bedside of her sick daughter, Mrs.
Rev. J. H. Wright.
Lawyer Mike Oliver left yesterday
for Benton on business.
' Mrs. Phoebe Dawes has gone to
Cairo to visit Miss Lulu Young.
Mrs. 'Lon Emmerson, of this
city, continues confined with a seri-
ous atack of typhoid fever at the
home of her father-in-law, MrM. G.
B. Emmerson, of Folsomdale, Graves
county.
Attorney Theodore Shaw, of Doni-
phan, Mo., is vislting his sisters, the
Misses Shaw, of 219 North Thirteenth
street.
Attorney John G. Miller has re-
tuned from Chicago where he carried
his wife who was placed under the
care .of a specialist on account of ill-
ness. She remains there for about a
month.
Mk. Pat Donegan, of Pars, Tenn.,
has returned home after visiting his
parents and sisters here.
Mir. Eli Sutherland, of Chicago, re-
turned home last evening after spend-
ing a few days here with Mr. Arch
Sutherland, while en route home from
visiting his parents in Graves county.
Mr. James Ray and M r.P. A. Mc-
Shan e ace here on a visit from
Nashville, Tenn.
'Mr. Harry Atkins, the dry goods
drummer, has returned from a trip to
?iSssouri.
Mb. H. H. Loving has returned
'from a business trip to..tWatata, Ga.
Mr. J. Evan Cassell and !Aide, nee
Miss Elizabeth Carney,'retufned yes-
terday from their wedding trip and
are now at the home of Mrs. M. M.
Carney, on Jefferson near Tenth
stow. (1L sMt. Al Bishop and Asmit` nacre reiurn
cis. from Bran-Jerrburg, Ky.t.
Dr. William Gilbert and wife yes-
terday returned from Memphis,
Term.
Mrs. Joseph Prostoe, of Union
City, 'Teat., is visiting Mrs. Leonard
Janes, having arrived yesterday.
Mr. T. J .Adams, of Louisville, has
returned home after visiting Mr. W.
M.. Tucker.
Mr. Harp, tc, Rhodes goes to New
York today o'n-business
Miss iMrsia, icirkland, of Marion,
is here foi- a several days' visit to the
fOrniltolb, CI' • • James Clark.
Lawyef. seph R. Grogan is ia
Wickliffer on Oess.
Dr. Mira-C.-Morton, of Louisville,
is tigirdirbtaines Quinn, of this
city. 'a'
Sheriff free Potter. left this morning
at 4 o'clock for Clinton, where he is
called by the dangerous illness of his
niece, Miss Loraine Sublette, who
was reported as dying.
Miss Josie Raid and Mr. Joseph
e, of Oak Level, Vineshall <oust-
went to MetroPolisIytsterday and
were married, returning through here
in the afternoon
Fancy B. P. Rocks.
make room for our stock the
•2 winter wo will sell until De-
r tat, 
-_-hoice stock for $1 each$s. for six
-Either pullets or cock-
Ck. L. Kennedy, Lola,
KY.
Mrs. E. L. Whiteside*, ostebpath,
Son 1-2 Broadway; Phones, Old 1434
and New 76r.
Funeral Notice.
This alternooa at 3 o'clock the
funeral services over the late James
Samuel Goodman will take place. The
burial will be from the family resi-
dence at the cornier of Washington
and Plfth si,reets and the interment
will be in Clak Grove cemetery. The
pallbearers will be Messrs. H. M.
Orme, Herman Phillips. Ed Hannin.
Gus Singleton, Joe Gourieux and
Wm. Kraus All friends are invited
without further notice.
INSURANCE MUDDLE SETTLED
Normal Conditions Are Restored at
Last in Nashville.
TO REMOVE
FRECKLES AND PIMPLES
In ro Days, Use
NADINOLA
The Complexion Beautifier
NNW WANTS
WANTED-Eight lady canvassers
with experience and acquaintance in
Padtscah. Apply at 128 South Fourth
street. Good salary.
Blue Points at Ragan's Cafe today,
1 cunt each. Old 'phone 906-red.
FOR RENT-Rooms, rurnished or
unfurnillied, at rio8 Monroe street.
Old phone 1205.
LOST-Lady's watch and Fleu de
Lis pin. Return to 1.46 Broadway and
get reward.
FOR SALE-On North Sixth and
Boyd, one 4 and one 5 room house.
Inquire ico8 Trimble street.
THE NADINOLA GIRL
(Formerly advertised and sold as . FOR RENT-Furnished room
SATINOLA. within three blocks of Fourth and
No change in formula or package. Broadway. Ring old phone
The name has only been changed to
avoid confusion, as we cannot afford
to have so valuable preparation con-
fused with any other.) NADINOLA
is guaranteed, and money wit be re-
funded in every case where it fails to
remove freckles, pimples, liver-spots,
collar discolorations, black-heads, dis-
figuring eruptions, etc. The worst
cases in 20 days. Leaves the skin
clear, soft, healthy, and restores *he
beauty of youth.
Price 50 cts and Sow. Sold in
each city by all leading druggists, or
by mail. •
Prepared cedy by.
NANKAI. TOILET CO., Paris, Tenn,
Sold in Paducah by all leading
druggists.
Nashville, Tenn., Nov. 2.-The in-
surance situation which has been in
such an unsettled state here since
Aug. 1 last, at which time Insurance
Commissioner Folk put his foot down
on the effort of the companies to
adopt a 25 per cent increase in the
business districts, the commissioner
claiming that' such an agreement
runlet be, in violation of .1,1ae anti-
cornpart law passed by the last legis-
lature of Tennessee, seems to have
about settled itsellf. The "city has
been rerated acoording to 'his Dean
schedule, which places every risk on
its own individual merits, and the
fire insurance companies arc rapidly
resuming operations in the congested
sections of the city.
THE RIVER NEWS
EQUAL OF OTHER NATIONS.
Berlin, Nov. 2.-11 is semi-officially
announced that the remainder of the
battleships to be built under the nav-
al program will have a displacement
equal to the displacement of the large
battleships of the other naval pow-
ers.
Stages Yesterday.
Ccahairtotanooge ..... 22..42 o.6 fall
0.2 fall
Cincinnati 
  
 14.0 i.o fall
Evansville 13.7 1.0 fall
Florence 
 
 
 
 1.5 0.3 fall
Johneonville ..... v.4 0.1 rise
Louisville 
 6.3 0.4 fall
Mt. Cannel .... 4.7 
3
Nashville 11.3 ... fall
Pittsburg 
 
 
 
 64 1.4 rise
St. Louis 12.6 0.2 fall
Mft, Vernon 
 
 13.6 o.8 fall
Paducah 13. o.s faft
"No, Harold," said the fair, proud
girl. "I can never be yours."
"Never?" he cried, in anguished
The towboat Victor did not get
away until yesterday for Memphis.
The steamer Kentucky is out of the
Tennessee er and leaves at 5
o'clock tom le afternoon ,on her,
ewe:4 tas thai stream.
The steamer Dick Fowler gots out
this morning for Cairo at 8 o'clock
and COMES back tonight about it.
The Bob Dudley will! leave Nash-
ville today for here and get to this
city Sunday. •
Today the Sycamore from the Ten-
nessee river with a tow of timber for
.ToPPa •
The Henry liarley came in yester-
day from Evansville and left imme-
diately on her return.
The Mlonie Bauer comes out of the
Tennessee river today. She brings a
tow of timber that goes on to Joripa.
The Warrenn is today's packet in
the Evansville trade.
The two boat Sprague passed down
yesterday morning with a tow of coal
she is carrsfilla from the upper Ohio
to lower Missirsippi rivet-.
There is no boat running in place
of the ferryboat, as jhe Charleston
drew out because she was not built
to she could carry wagons across the
river. the Owen will be finished, as
regards repairs, and put back in the
trade tomorrow.
613-4.
FOR SALE-Wagon, blase and
harness, all in good shape. Apply to
719 S. iith.
FOR RENT-Two cottages; one
5 roe/ins, one 6 rooms; modern con-
viencies. Adams street between Fifth
and Sixth. Apply on premises.
'WANTED-Insurance, investment
and building and loan agents; high
class propositions; good agents can
make $250 per month. The Standard
Guaranty and Trust Co., Washington,
D. C.
OFFICE
#41,
0,44.(e.
vso
126 Broadway
Pittsburg Coal
44
BOTH TELEPHONES NO. 3
JAS. J.O'DONNELL,
Manager.
s
44*
4,5
Pittsburg Coal Co.
1.M141414141.4fM1411155116540
Money in Timber Lands. • It For Autos and Carriages
Fort UDC'S _have-7...y --eesi made and can tn‘easily be made today by buying Ar- Newest Styleskansas rich over bottom lands, heav-
ily covered with timber, at a nominal Handsomest Patterns
and then selling the timber at twice g 6
Thase"
 Best Gracies "Stroock"
price, holding the land for a few years
the price she land and timber both
cost and then have the land cleared
and sell it for five times the original
purchisze price and sometimes ten e
tion of this kind in 1,600 acres of I PLUSH LAP ROBI4. r 04times the cost. NVe have a proposi-Us Arkansen at only $3.5o per
acre. One-third cash, balance m and 2
years, at 6 per cent. This land when
clear will rent for $5.coo per acre per
year. Fuel particulars on request.
EDGAR W. WHITTEMORE REAL
ESTATE AGENCY.
Fraternity building. Both phones 833
Will Hold Another Mass Meeting.
The two mass meetings held the
last two Sandays by Central Labor
Union in the interest of the locked
out Motormen and conductors were
such great 'onccesses that the third
meeting will be arranged for to be
held next Sunday afternoon at some
convenient place wherever it is pos-
sible for the comarsittee to secure a
'hall sufficient to accommodate thelarge crowds of business men and
members of organized labor that will
attend. Mr. C. 0. Pratt wild make
another address at the meeting to be
held Sunday, the place of meeting is
to he announced this afternoon.
The meeting of Central Labor
Union held last night was well at-
tended and many important items
were brought before the body for
consideration.
TO THE PUBLIC.
I am an independent candidate for
tionesnav of McCracken county, and as
I have been unable Si') get around and
see my friends and other voters, I re-
spectfully ask them to consider my
candidacy before casting their votes.
I have,lived in Paducah all any life,
054 am perfectly familiar with the
itiatitts of cake, having served for
many years as cproner, and am 'will-
ing and promik to if elected,,. dis-
charge those duties to the best of my
ability ML NANCE.
- Vile have cis' to sell-you want
'ear-s-A Plush Robes, *250 to $to
Powell-Rogers Co.
Galvanized Robber Roofing war-
ranted for steep or flat roof or over
°id shingles, requires no coating or
paint. Ford Manufacturing Co., Chi-
cago., G. R. Davis & Bro., local
agents.
5-A Horse Blankets are the best
Sold by Powell-Rogers Co.
Dr. Lillard D. Sanders has remov-
ed his office from the Trueheart
building to his residence, 312 south
Sixth street, opposite court house.
OF
I Paducah Saddlery Col t
Turning the Laugh on Harold.
• (Minneapolis Journal)
"No, Harold," said the fair, proud
girl. "I can never be yours."
"Never," he cried, in anguished
tones.
"Never," she answered coldly
His mood changed.
"Oh. very well," he sneered. "There
are others."
"Yes. Harold, I know there are,"
she said( "And I accepted one of them
this afternoon."
FOURTH AND JEFFERSON. II
• WI Mrik WS OIF MS RIF SS *SWF iitiF •
Danger in Hair Dye.
- (Tales.)
Kn6tt Vette-You mean to say that
the use of hair dye is dangerous?
Ben Thayer-I do. Let me tell you
something. A dear friend of mine, a
happy bachelor, found his hair was
turning gray at 3o, he had it dyed a
deco black. Four weeks later he was
married,
Subscribe For The Register.
Popular Songs and Instrumental Hits
In Sheet Music.
For two weeks only we offer a 50e check with every 23C &lie on Shee
Music.
BE ii ER TAKE ADVANTAGE OF TM GREAT OFFER
3,000 pieces at roc, worth asc everywhere.
5$11 pieces at 15c, a for ac. These are some of the latestbest
3oo pieces at 50, 3 for roc. Old pieces bet every one 41004.
Early buyers get first choice. Ask for our free tatalogne
HARBOUR'S BOOK DEPARTMENT.
USE KEVIL'S
Hristocrat flour
The Very Best Flour That Money
Can Buy.
•
111
s,,
L. L. BEBOUT t
General Insurance AgencyN
We Write Anything in Insurance
Office 306 Broadway Phones: Office 385-Residence I69is
FULL LINE SASH, DOORS, PINE FLOORINGIIANDNALk 'THER BUILDING MATERIAL.
Sherrill4k.ussell Lumber Co.
Both 'Phones 295.
INCOR.POKATLD.
Prompt Delivery Eleventh andiTennessee Streets.
•
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